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The Roller Coaster Is 
Picking Up Speed Again 

fA1ways tell THE' 
TRUTH: this 
will surprise 
some and as- 
tound the rest. 

-- Mark Twain 

9/16/92#1 HATOM tics, could have been killed from battle in long. Final massive efforts of the moniec 
your 'precision bombing" war against a parties about the globe are making last 

HOLD YOUR BREATH tiny Middle Eastern &third world" country. ditch efforts to scatter funding and get 
some assets into safety. A s  a for instance, 

The roller-coaster is picking up speed WORLD ECONOMY TODAY it is going to be noted that the money for 
so that, as with Humpty Dumpty, the dive those lovely F-16s that Taiwan is buying 
off the bombed out 'end" will dump the Still think the economy is not FIXED? (from the U.S.) is going to come from ones 
nations into absolute and total confusion How come, then, did Great Britain raise the in the Philippines. Does anyone notice that 
and inability to sort it-for years and years interest rate a full five points today? the only pitch of the Republicans is toward 
to come. You must look to Germany wherein it recovery through WAR MACHINERY AND 

Most of the people will continue like was said the last two days' market rallies WAR? This is as old as history itself. 
sheep in the 'slaughter" chute, tolerating owed the rallies to acts in Germany. What 
the prodding and accepting the 'hand- say ye to the fact that Germany is now WHAT OF WARS? 
outs" (if they come) with anticipation of REMOVING INTEREST TAXES DIRECTLY 
looking like Somolian skeletons by the FROM ALL SAVINGS ACCOUNTS-IN AD- TheU.N. Security Councilvoted to allow 
time you reach the chute's end. Fat sheep VANCE AND WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICA- the 'peace keeping" U.N. forces to use 
present more of a problem in disposal if not TION TO HOLDERS? Those so-called neo- FORCE in Bosnia. 
for 'market" as meat. Or, could you be Nazi rallies against the Asians are a bunch COLD WAR is over? Does anyone feel a 
heading for 'Soilent Green"? How will you of B.S. and I see not how you miss it. They bit sickly today? You have met your en- 
know? Will you know because the 'Presi- are so well orchestrated at government emy, alright, and he is among you. You 
dentn weeps at a letter from a 'Gold Star" level that the very number of injured are might have missed a little point in war 
mother who does not RESENT the murder- precalculated as are the insults and slo- games: Russian officials admitted, after 
ing of her son? Probably from anthrax gans being brandished about. repeated denials, that the Soviet Union 
introduction and not even from battle? Or The plan is still ON for massive collaps- and later Russia has been violating a 1972 
might it be 'friendly fire"? Practically no ing of the economies toward the end of treaty banning germ warfare. The U.S. and 
one, according to the government statis- October-if they can be held together that Britain have voiced concern that the Rus- 

sian government had failed to act on a 
promise to halt its program for making 
illicit bacteriological weapons. Oops! I 
hope that every listener will get a copy of 
this week's LIBERATOR for it is a bird's eye 
view of the introduction (DELIBERATELY) 
of disease into water supplies. The water 
you consume was already bad enough but 
under the non-need to test, ACTUALLY, for . lease see ROLLER COASTER, page 13 

"THE PHOENIXLIBEMTOR Is Not Published By And Has No Affiliation With 
America West Airlines, Inc." 
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Soltec's Geophysical Update r 

Of Restless Mother Earth 
9/16/92 SOLTEC 

Good evening, Soltec present in the 
Light of Holy God, the God of Radiance. We 
of the Host are most pleased with those 
who are in service to assist in this mission. 

Though it may seem somewhat quiet on 
the geologic front, rest assured that the lull 
is a temporary one. There are forces at  
work, both natural and man-caused. 

You just experienced the worst hurri- 
cane of the century in Hawaii, which all but 
leveled the island of Kauai and now they, 
too, are under the control of FEMA. Hur- 
ricane Iniki was the result partially of the 
warming ocean currents brought about by 
the underwater volcanic activity heating 
the water. However, there was, once again, 
man's interference with this which caused 
the massive intensity of the storm. The 
technology used in this was developed by 
our Mr. Tesla, who will be addressing the 
issue some time in the near future. Though 
Nikola's intention was for the benefit of all 
mankind, remember that anything invented 
or created for good can -and will be utilized 
by the Adversary toward the detriment of 
mankind. 

There is still a tremendous amount of 
volcanic activity occurring in the depths of 
the Sea of Peace and it is merely a matter 
of time before there will be additional geo- 
logic activity. The potential is existent and 
could appear at  nearly any point in or 
around the volatile Pacific Plate as pres- 
sures continually increase. The releasing 
of these pressures could result in minor to 
major seismic activity and/or additional 
volcanic eruptions. You can expect more 
surface breakthrough of volcanic gases 
such as have occurred in your California. 
Japan, likewise, is experiencing a tremen- 
dous pressure build-up and there have 
been few recent releases of any sizeable 
magnitude. However, to pinpoint any spe- 
cific point for imminent activity is next to 
impossible. Suffice it to say that the evi- 
dence points to some sizeable occurrence 
in the very near future. 

A s  we have stated in previous writings, 
we do not possess a crystal ball and we are 
not in the business of predicting the fu- 
ture, for such is foolishness. We can 
rnerely observe current activity, analyze 
past activity and from these arrive at pro- 
jections. It is done scientifically-not mysti- 

cally. We are more accurate simply be- place, there is an increase in volcanic and 
cause we possess what you would under- seismic activity brought about by the tilt- 
stand as a more massive 'data base". Our ing taking place, which causes the molten 
data comes not just from your planet, but core of the Earth to shift within the Earth's 
from many others as well and, although all interior. When this happens, you would 
worlds have differences, there are likewise find, ifyou could view this happening, that 
similarities that exist throughout the Uni- the magmatic activity would appear to 
verse. become unstable. Once the shift is com- 

Let u s  now change our focus and con- pleted, over a period of time, the magma 
sider the Eastern Coastal region of your will once again 'settle" and the volcanic 
continent, specifically the area around New and seismic activity will subside. The 
York. There are, in your Atlantic Ocean, tilting or shifting likewise causes stresses 
fractures and rifts which have become and movement of the continental and OCe- 
active recently, and this activity is building anic plates, which result in increased seis- 
a t  an  accelerated rate. Our best pro- mic and volcanic occurrences. In some 
jections indicate that an earthquake along cases, it will cause cracking or fracturing, 
the fault under Manhattan is very likely. which would result in rupturing the strata 
The area has also been quiet of late, geo- of rock and soil, allowing the magma to find 
logically speaking. The chances o f a  -iot outlets to the surface. This is occurring 
occurrence is slight a t  this stage, but there continually in the Pacific Ocean. A s  the 
does exist the definite possibility of activ- lava breaks through the surface, it is cooled 
ity. The more dangerous aspects of an by the water and new land is added in the 
earthquake in this area is that very few of bottom of the sea. It is an absolutely 
the structures would tolerate a seismic jolt magnificent thing to behold! 
of 5 or greater on your scales. Considering Why do I bring this pole shifting up a t  
the high density of population in that re- this time? Simply because your planet is 
gion, the rate of casualties would be in the nearing another shift, as you are complet- 
thousands or possibly even tens of thou- ing another 25,000 year cycle. This shift 
sands. will create many changes in the topogra- 

Should a cataclysm of this sort occur in phy and cosmology of your planet. This wiil 
New York, your nation would come to a also bring about massive environmental 
stand-still due to the fact that all your changes. Deserts could become tundra, 
major financial institutions, the Stock the Arctic and Antarctic could melt and ice 
Market, the United Nations, to say nothing caps would form a t  other points on your 
of the national and global headquarters of globe. The equatorial regions would change 
large corporations, house themselves in position and rivers would change their 
that over-populated city. Chelas, thiswould courses. From your perspective on Earth, 
not only affect your United States, but all your relative position to the four directions 
parts of the world, and the financial stabil- would shift-what you once 
ity of your globe a t  present is very unstable considered north could appear to you to 
already. This would push the economic now be east. 
collapse of the world past the point of no I s  it not interesting to contemplate? 
return. This is not to instill fear, but to educate and 

Your Earth is in the process of many bring you into alevel of better understand- 
massive changes and these changes will be ing of what is occurring with the planet 
on many levels. The Native Americans upon which you dwell. There is much 
refer to it as "multi-voiced", which means perplexity upon your place regarding the 
many levels. changes you are experiencing. Most are 

Your planet undergoes these massive aware, to som,e degree, what mankind's 
changes every so many thousands ofyears. interference and abuses have caused, but 
(Geologically speaking, 10,000 years is a most are lacking greatly in knowledge of 
short period of time.) Your own scientists the sciences. 
are becoming aware that the Earth shifts Partially, this is due to the flat-out 
on its axis every so often, and your mag- misinformation which has been taught and 
netic poles change position relative to this partially this is due to lack of emphasis on 
shifting process. When the shifting takes the sciences, especially in your nation. 
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Most of your school children would not 
know the difference between a sedimen- 
tary rock and m igneous rock. Your schools 
are lacking sorely in the study of your 
natural sciences. Mostly this is intentional 
on the part of your Elite Controllers. 

A s  these changes accelerate, you ones 
are going to be begging for information and 
many are going to panic. But remember 
that knowledge is your only armor in these 
changing times and that is our job--to 

bring you into the knowledge. 
We will continue to address these 

changes in greater depth. in future writ- 
ings. 

I shall leave you for this session with the 
blessings and love of the God of Light. May 
you walk in peace and come into the knowl- 
edge. We are, as always, honored by your 
service unto God and the Hosts. 

Soltec to Clear. 
Salu . 

cify us  AND our workers. A s  a 'whole" 
there is absolutely no visible showing of 
intent to change actions nor intent of ac- 
tions-only more greed, more gimmy, more 
pain and more demand for government 
intervention-which results in total con- 
trol over you. It certainly does NOT look too 
promising as a wondrous and encouraging 
sign of recovery in any manner whatso- 
ever. The only JOBS even discussed as 
'saving" are %ar" related and weapons 
oriented. Storms and 'disasters" have 
ruined your reserve food crops for the 
season &d the storms do not show signs of 

To d av 7 
wa t h h a l t i n v n l y  increasing. 

9/12/92#2 HATONN to run a Republican Campaign? Clinton is 
already the one destined by the 

DISASTERS GALORE Bilderbergers and Committee of 300 to be 
the puppet. 

For you ones who are interested in William Clarke, one of the head honcho 
personal confirmations, relief of worry, etc., criminals of the San Luis Obispo Connec- 
regarding ones in Hawaii this day-I ask tion has done his dirty work in China as of 
that you just wait until able to get through. this day. He is in China and you will note 
There is nothing you can DO at any rate so a taking away of all trade restrictions- 
please release the distraction. This is just "because China has completely straight- 
another man-causeddisasterto bringdown ened up her act" and a sale of some 16 
your nation and your people. Soon there massively expensive satellites (all military) 
will be only chaos and no ability for relief are going to be transferred to China from 
interactions at any rate. the U.S. 

Already Florida will break the insur- F-16s are going to Saudi Arabia and 
ance companies involved. Sears will prob- who is in control of these foreign State 
ably have to take some form of bankruptcy affairs? Eagleburger! A Kissinger Associ- 
for the losses which will accrue to Allstate ate. 
Insurance. The people will not receive full F- 16s are going to Taiwan on order of 
coverage at any rate past the first few your President-but it is OBVIOUS that 
processed. Insurance companies will be your President BUSH is NOT IN CONTROL 
devastated by one disaster following an- OF ANYTHING INCLUDING HIMSELF. 
other as the small townships are also hit 
with 'disasters" such as the contami- RUSSIA: 
nated water supply right in Tehachapi. 
[Editor's note: See Zcrst week's LIBERA- NOW COMES YELTSIN of Russia-and 
TOR for an especially powerful outlay HE IS TELLING YOU WHAT TO DO AND 
of the nation's contaminated ground- HOW YOU ARE GOING TO DO IT. 
water probZems.] That same scene as Next you have the $10 BILLION going to 
here is being carried out in experience Israel to build 'Russian immigrant hous- 
in every corner of your nation and parts ing" among other military 'stuff" which 
of the world. Symptoms will be masked you can in NO WAY CONTROL. But, you 
behind the shroud of other causes unt3l don't even have money to help the hurting 
the spread of the contamination is too citizens in Florida, Los Angeles or Hawaii- 
widespreadtodoanythingabout it. YOU but there is NO MENTION OF CUTTING 
ARE EXPERIENCING THE DELIBERATE ANY FOREIGN AID. 
PULLING DOWN OF A MIGHTY AMTION 
INTO A HEAP OF RUBBLE. GOD 

Who is doing this? Several factions but 
there are some things to watch and players The most radical action I see going on 
in action that need monitoring. right now is through your so-called 'Godly" 

or "Christian" movement at the hands of 
WHERE IS JAMES BAKER? Falwell and Robertson. If you can't see the 

evil in their actions then I see no hope for 
It was said that he would 'run" Bush's you as a nation. 

campaign. Where is he? Do you REALLY Next, you cry out to God to "fix it" and 
believe he was pulled out as Secretary of 'help us" and HE sends us  of His Hosts 
State to interject Kissinger's puppets just and Messengers to help you and you cru- 

THROUGH DARhXESS 
INTO LIGHT 

- 
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Light is the shadow of God and the 
symbol of TRUTH. The eye's light is a 
noble gift of heaven. 
Discover from the higher realms the 

TRUTH concerning the current end- 
ing cycle of the planet and rise of a new 
Earth civilization. 
Discover the TRUTH in the Sumarian 
text concerning the birth of the plan- 
ets and solar system. 
Find out about Earth's upcoming pas- 
sage into the Photon Belt and time and 
energy shifts that are now taking place. 
Take a look and compare past and 
present political happenings. 
The signs are all around for those who 
will see and hear. 

The higher realms are here to 
help. 

SEE BACK PAGE FOR ORDERING 
INFORMATION 
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One asked most g;raciouslv if we could 
offer less on disinfoGation and cover more 
information otherwise. What a "dream" it So. m e t h ing Ri g h t W O U ~ ~  be for for the ones 
the paper. Alas, we must deal with that 
which hits us  hourly and without respite. 
Evidently we are doing something "RIGHT" 

9/13/92#1 HATONN CERNS YOU ENOUGH TO SPEND YOUR because even the British Intelligence and 
TIME EFFORTING TO SILENCE US? Mossad send in agents two by two and 

HARPER: "As moral guides, the Golden COULD IT BE BECAUSE YOU ARE sometimes by the half dozen to stop us and 
Rule and the Decalogue are not evil and DISINFORMATION/MISINFORMATION destroy the WORD of GOD. We are but the 
dangerous things, like apainkilling drug, to PROJECTORS IN EVERY ASPECTOFYOUR messengers. Then, our obligation to you is 
be taken in cautious moderation, if at all. LIFE? WHAT CAUSES YOU TO HATE SO to bring you that information which is 
Presuming them to be the basic guides of TREACHEROUSLY? IT WOULD BE NICE denied you from media resources for, only 
what is right and good for civilized man, one IF YOU WOULD CHECK YOUR ASSOCIA- in the freedom of KNOWING how it IS can 
cannot overindulge in them. W O D  need not TION WITH GOD OF LIGHT, SIRS, BE- you find your way into Truth about destiny 
be practiced in moderation!" CAUSE I FIND NO FRAGMENT OF EITHER and direction. 

TOCQUEVILLE: "The will of man is not CONSIDERATION FOR THAT BEING 
shattered, but softened, bent and guided. WHICH IS A REFLECTION WITHIN YOU BO GRITZ 
Men are seldom forced by it to act, but they AND NO DESIRE TO ALLOW ANY OTHER 
are constantly restrained from acting. Such THE RIGHT TO HAVE SUCH RELATION- For instance, if it were not for "talk" 
a power does not tyrannize, but it com- SHIP. BOTH OF YOU TOUT THE REASON radio and the daring papers in the "under- 
presses, enervates, extinguishes and stu- OF INTEREST BEING TO "STOP THIS ground" network-YOU WOULD HAVE 
pefies apeople, till each nationis reduced to FRAUDULENT WOMAN"-WHY DOES HAD TOTAL BLACKOUT ON THE INCI- 
be nothing better than aflock of timid and THAT CONCERN YOU SO MUCH?-FOR DENT IN IDAHO. Would that be bad? Yes 
industrious animals, of which thegouern- YOUR DEMAND IS TO HAVE PROOF OF indeed, for even if you never heard of one 
ment is the shepherd." SOMETHING OR OTHER AND THEN YOU Bo Gritz, for example, it is the 500 troops 

* * * DENY THE TRUTH-SO, IF YOU CON- ordered in, in full assault gear against a 
Before I turn the forum over to Bashar SIDERYOUR FELLOW-LISTENERS TO BE citizen, which is important. It is the at- 

(term meaning: teacher, professor, mes- SO STUPID AS TO BE UNABLE TO HEAR tempt to take the man and the one under 
senger, commander) Soltec to continue AND DISCERN-WHERE SIRS, DO YOU assault BOTH into custody to silence his 
with his sharing of geophysical informa- COME FROM? IF I BE FALSE--WHY DOES bid for President. These men know enough 
tion as regards your homeland [see page IT BOTHERYOU SO GREATLY? YOU FEAST to bring down the scoundrels in your Gov- 
21, I need to give input regarding last ON THE LIES OF THE UFO COMMUNITY ernment and then you could begin your 
evening's radio interview. (Tape available AND THE BLATANT NONSENSE SUR- move back into freedom. 
thru mE Wmo, see ad on page 30.) ROUNDING ALL ELEMENTS OF PRIOR I realize that your petition was a bit 

SCIENCE A S  WORTHY AND FOIST AB- different than that, it was to cease the 
BASHERS DUCTIONS, INTERIM ARCTURIAN VISI- discussion of personal assault and counter- 

TORS AND SNATCHERS AND, YET, YOU espoud-well, you are in the clutches of 
The "regular" bashers were available CANNOT BEAR A HOST MESSENGER OF these same frauds and assault artists at  

with their discounting as fraud, lies, and GOD? INDEED, I WOULD SURELY CHECK the hands of that very G~vernment men- 
other foolishness. This is so very discour- MY INTENT WEREIYOU FORTHE LISTEN- tioned above and one actually has to do 
teous to all listeners and conversational- ERS HAVE YOU QUITE CORRECTLY with the other and Cannot be separated 
ists, It is most sad that your society has PEGGED AND I, FOR ONE, LOOK GREATLY away. In the case of dark energy presents- 
become so hostile to even Truth-bringers FORWARD TO OUR NEXT ENCOUNTER- tion to cast doubts at the Truth of our 
that they have no wish to continue in the IF YOU DARE! I NOTE THAT EVIL INTENT presence-we MUST respond for you can 
sharing. Of course, however, that is the AND DARK PURPOSE DOES NOT LONG now hear and see how blatant the efforts 
purpose of the insult-to silence the Truth. STAND IN MY PRESENCE OF LIGHTED are to disallow You to know that God's 
For you who ponder the conversations, TRUTH WITHOUT BECOMING A TOTAL messengers are Present. It spoils "theif' 
please realize that I know who are these FOOL. BE IT AS YOU WISH FOR I WOULD plan to tcmorize You by physical acts and 
people (yes, by name and action) and they MAKE MYSELF AVAILABLE. However, it claims which are total fabrication and lies. 
are NOTmy enemy-they areYOURS. Truth cheapens the very intent of a program You of God have no Cmcern save brother- 
flowing at  any "age" from any other "age" given forth for the people to be able to hood from any who come from the (20s- 
and sharing of information from how to questionanddiscernpossibilities. Atsome ~~s-THAT IS NOT SO FOR THE EVIL 
make tea to how another made tea in point you who bring disinformation and PRONOUNCERSAND DOERS UPONYOUR 
Frmce 200 years ago is valid. The obvi- direct affront to Truth shall crawl back in PLACE. ONES SUCH AS THE TWO DIS- 
ous, however, is that these ones am your holes beneath the rocks and yet, even RUF'J?IVE CALLERS OF LAST EVENING 
tatally involved inthe stopping of infor- there, ye shall not escape your own ines- ARE IN GREAT DANGER BECAUSE THEY 
mation frvm both TesZa and Russell capable return unto self of that lie which ARE THE DECLARED ENEMY OF GOD* 
frpm coming into the hands of you you send forth upon brother. It is the We, however, need DO NOTHING unto 
people. I simply ask these ones: WHY DO absolute Universal Law of cause and ef- them-THEY WILL DESTROY THEM- 
I BOTHER YOU SO MUCH? WHAT IS IT fect-that which ye sow so shall ye reap. SELVES AS THE SEQUENCE UNFOLDS. 
ABOUT EVEN THE POSSIBILITIES OF GOD DESTROYS NOTHING--GOD CRE- 
HIGHER BROTHERHOOD THAT CON- ( VOTE. FOR .., B". ., GRITz 1, .ATES. THIS IS PROOF FORYOU SEEKERS.. I 
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THAT GOD IS LOVE, ALLOWER, IS NOT OF thing more acceptable after being "called" TION OFTHEIROWN NESTSOFEVIL?(????) 
WAR, FORCEORINJUSTICE IN ANY FORM. on his other misadventures upon you-the- * We of the JOURNAL writers do not have 
WHEN MONSTERSAREMANUFACTURED people. He is working hand in glove with any relationship with either the running, 
TO HIDE YOUR EYES FROM THE TRUTH the disinformation bringers and the "in- business, or operations of the LIBERATOR. 
OF GOD AND MESSENGERSTHEN YOU sider" buriers of Truth at all costs. I The Ekkers have an injunction against any 
CAN KNOW YOUR PROOF IS AVAILABLE actually have no pick with him at my level participation, pressing or suggesting for dis- 
THROUGH THE VERY ACTS OF THE EN- for I enjoy the encounter and know that tribution of material of those JOURNALS in 
EMIES OF GOD. these lessons are better given in this man- compound. I am simply a mundane figment 

What threat to your welfare can myself, ner than in debate. But you end up the of imagination as outlaid by the adversary in 
my crew and/or our messenger crew be to victims if you are not aware and most Federal Court-so I can only suggest that 
YOU? We teach Godliness, goodness, love, careful in discernment. If you have no thereare still somevolumesavailable. Inoted 
honor, integrity, family unity and brother- basis upon which to make discernment- as much in a paid advertisement from some 
hood-why would ones wish to "shut down you will be pulled to the disinformation of unsuspecting distributor-in the LIBERA- 
this fraud"?(???). IS IT NOT, THERE- the ones--offering to "save you from this TOR. If any of you are interested in the 
FORE, OBVIOUS THAT THE DESIRE IS terrible fraud" of "be good to your neighbor working outlay of the universe and what IS 
TO STOP THE REVELATION OF EVIL and do unto others as you would have GOD and what are YOU-I, as a non-entity 
WHICH THESE VERY DENIERS THRUST them do unto you." My, my-how 'fraudu- still suggest you obtain that information for I 
UPON YOU-THE-UNSUSPECTING? IF I lent" can you get? How disreputable am I am not going to repeat it herein. Thank you 
BE FRAUD, FOR INSTANCE, WHAT DO I to point out that you are giving $10 Billion for allowing me discussion. Bless each and 
"TAKE" FROM YOU? EVEN THE PAPER to Israel to build Russian housing in stolen all who attend these brave speakers' radio 
IN MENTION IS COSTING SOME 2 TO 3 land halfaworldaway-when Federal forces shows and SHARE, SHARE AND SHARE. It 
THOUSAND DOLLARS IN ARREARS EV- are not only NOT giving-anything to those is all you have a t  this time to stay in receiving 
ERY EDITION. THE JOURNALS-ARE NO in Florida (many of them also Jewish) but of TRUTH and YOU MUST BE VERY DIS- 
BETTER AND DO NOTYET EVENUBREAK are in fact evicting citizens from their mea- CERNING--FOR THERE ARE FEW HOSTS 
EVENn. WHAT DO I (OR WE) TAKE ger remaining property at  the point of WHO ALLOW TRUTH TO BE AIRED. THE 
FROM ANY? ARE YOU CURIOUS TO assault weapons. How fraudulent am I to ONES WHO DO SHALL BE THE RESPON- 
KNOW WHAT CAUSES THIS ASSAULT- point out that the "war" on drugs was not SIBLE ONES OF SAVING YOUR NATION 
REALLY? fought out of Homestead base but, rather, AND YOUR CONSTITUTION IF IT BE DONE. 

WE CAUSE THE PUBLIC TO STOP that was the biggest ingresslegress point I SALUTE THEM AND YOU WHO SUPPORT 
THEIR BLIND SUPPORT OF THE VERY of the drug operation covered by your own THEM. YOtlAREDIREC?'LYRESPoNSlBLE 
MEN IN POINT WHO CALLED INTO THE government from points south? Is it damag- FOR THE INCIDENT IN IDAHO BEING 
PROGRAM LAST EVENING. THEY ARE ing or fraudulent to show you that Soviets BROUGHTTOA HALT WHILEANYTHERE 
IN THE DISINFORMATION LIE BUSI- are totally infiltrated within the fiber of REMAINED ALIVE FOR THE lN7'ENT WAS 
NESS REGARDING SCIENCE, TESLA, your very nation-and you are now social- T O ~ B O T H R G R I T Z A L O ~  
RUSSELL, AND METAPHYSICAL-ALIEN istically controlled through the lie of Com- WITH THEIR FRIENDS RND PEOPLE WHO 
BUSINESS. THEY SELL GARBAGE AND muriism which is NOT Communist? Which WOULD ATTEND THEM WORSE, THE 
LIES AND WE HURT THEIR BUSINESS- do you suppose bothers these "callers" the SPECIAL FORCES HAD RALLIED AND YOU 
n o  more and n o  less: They offer total  most-that we print "old" stuff of Tesla's WOULD HAVE TURNED AN "INCIDENT" 
garbage and lies and SELL IT AT GREAT or NEW STUFF ON THE DISINFORAMTION INTO THE MOST BLOODY REVOLUTION 
COST TO YOU IN EVERY WAY FROM CRIMINALS OF TODAY? I BELIEVE YOU YOUR NATION, OR THE WORLD, WOULD 
MONEY TO DISINFORMATION AND ONES ARE BRIGHT, INTELLIGENT BE- EVER KNOW. THINK UPON IT. GOOD 
WRONG ACTIONS, ALONG WITH WORTH- INGS GIFTED WITH THE ONE GREAT GIFT DAY. 
LESS, IF NOT ACTUALLY PHYSICALLY OF ALkABILITY TOWARD WISDOM AND 
HARMFUL, TRINKETS AND EXPENSIVE INTELLIGENT REASONING AND, THERE- 
JUNK. THIS IS WHY THE ATTACK-THE FORE, I REPEAT THE QUESTION: WHICH 
POINT IS TO SHUT DOWN TRUTH. Pon- DO YOU THINK THEY WISH TO STOP"? 
der it-how many of you even know the By the way, as you ponder what the man 
difference in a resonance frequency device said about Gritz not believing in the "stuff of 
and a Tesla coil which the first caller de- Cooper, UFO's, etc. LET IT BE KNOWN 
nounced as "old" stuff presented in oyr RIGHT HERE AND NOW WITHOUT EQUIV- 
material? All of Tesla's "stuM" is "oldn- OCATION-NEITHER DO I!! BUT, WE BOTH 
the man is dead-but his spirit is alive and BELIEVE UNQUESTIONABLY IN THE PRES- 
well and travels WITH ME--THAT is what ENCE AND SOURCE OF GOD CREATOR 
"they" want to discredit, dear ones. AND IN THAT SERVICE Do WE SERVG1 

Next "Bob" (I believe YOU will find his CERl''AINLY DO NOT OFFER SOLACE TO 
surname to be Girard of Arcturus Publica- ONES WHO TOUTTHE GARBAGE AND LIES 
tions, who touts the Arcturians as some- OFUFOsANDALIENINSECTS,CATPEOPLE, 
thing or other-the whole thing being to- LIZARDS OR SERPENTS. OIWY EVIL EtAS 
tally hogwash) wishes to discount "Dorism E M I E S  FROM THE COSMOS-AND ALL 
before you ones find out how totally stupid OFY OU HAD BEST THINK ABOUT IT CARE- 
and erroneous is his information dished FULLY A S  TO WHICH SIDE YOU MAY BE 
out to you searching brothers. YOU will SERVING. I AM A MESSENGER OF GOD OF 
find him u p  to his squinty eyes in such CREATION AND I HAVE NOTHING TO GAIN 
things as Matrix I1 and I11 and so on-which SAVE A TERRIBLE "HEADACHE" FROM 
delves with the clandestine misinforma- THIS MISSION-UNLESS I CAN ASSISTYOU 
tion thrust upon earth man by these hood- IN RECLAIMING THAT WHICH IS YOURS IF 
winkers. If his name is not now 'GirardA YE BE OF GOD'S HOUSE. PERCHANCE 
then~tkehas~sirn~ych~~d~it.to~some- TW-S~~~QQ..WOT-KSH_DEF,RYG,T 

. 
PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
TO ECON0116zC DISASTER m, 11 

BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 
(JOURNAL # 1 0) 

JOURNAL is Volume 11 about our 
downward economic spiral. It contains 
very pragmatic "how-to" suggestions to 
assist You in legally fading into the back- 
ground The Nevada "secret" & 
and specific instructions for personal as- 
setprivacy and preservation are included 
for~ega~prote~onagainstin~easing~~~- 
,,,,,t 
Some topics are: S&L debacle - Real 
Estate Market - stocks and ~ o n d s  - Pre- 
cious Metals - Home Senuity - Oil Market 
-Interest Rates and The Debt - Credit Card 

me War on personal privacy is 
me IRS - ~ ~ u g  Srreening - socinl Security 
Number - Lie Dectectors - Medical History 
- Credit History -Insurance Fonns - Public 
Mail System - Telephone Records - Wire- 
taps and 

See back page for ordering infirmation. 

r ) - t ~ l  l r ~ ~ t , i , - , * . b , i , , ~ , , t , J ~ A  * ; . b , . : : l i ,  
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Some Illuminating 
Background On The 

CC Character John Coleman 99 

(Editor's note: Regular readers will recall that much space in 
the 9 /8 /92  LIBERATOR was devoted to explaining an insipid 
array of attacks from one "Dr. John Coleman" aka John Clarke 
and likely actually one Joseph Pavlonski, ofRussian Khazan'an 
origin. It seems that some of the excellent sources "Coleman" 
"borrowed" material from have seenfit to discuss this colorful 
character and in so doing, provide an illuminating-if sadly 
destructive-pattern of activity we would share with our read- 
ers. The following is an extract from an article purportedly by 
Eustace Mullins in Lawrence Patterson's publication Criminal 
Politics for July or August of 1992.) 

. . . . i (~ lwovt?r ,  Cotutriart sat3 - . !;a wodd =Isare these s~ktets 
only II certain carelully obser~ed g*~idel ine~ were maintained. Tho 
cnosl ir~~porlant ot these was that he would never bo nskod to furnish 
any porsor~al background infrjrmaciun - - any docum~nlalion or any 
sc,urce Irocn which he obtained I~ is  "sec:e\ irtformation," Such 

I.C;I~JUO nowspnpor) in 1904, he justiried his relusal lo revoal 
Ixichrjround inlormalion on hilnsell or his sourcos - by ciailrring that 
"he was subject lo assassination rhreals. " 

. . . . Ide snared Jim Warner by corrliding in him one of his 
closely guarded secrets that his name was not Or, John Colernan - 
at all . but that it was, in tact, John Clark. Coleman s!ated that by 
glving Warnor this privato informalior~ - - ho was actualiy piacing his 
liln i r i  his hands. As he was an accomplished confidence artist - 
Colcrnan convinced Warner Illat he shovld oiler him a position, 
Warner responded to him by empbyinq him as a wrilcr tor Ihe 
Cltristian Delense Loague Report, 

. . . . Colernan would send in malsrial which indeed contained 
startling inlornlalion (but was lotally undocumoniad) - * would soon 
wiri tlirn an enthusiastic following arnong Warner's readers. 
Coletilan also supplied a great many audio tapes which wore 
ollored to Warner's readers. Each of course supplylfiy "secret 
information." This begark a livz yoar roinlionshlp whicll p r~ved  to be 
filled wilh pilfalls for Warner, who was after all a small, 

JOHN CLARK ~II~S(JONN COLEMAN) undorfinanced businessman. 

. . . . Not only did Coleman continu* to refuse any docurnonla-. 
tion - - hut Ile rnade trectwent ciawands for salary increases. . . . extra 

AGENT-AGITATOR - - oxperlses lor hi~nsell and his family. . , acd advanas on his salary WIIWI 
sxcocdod ltm projectad totals d wvsral years saw. .  . . Narnor was in 

FINAL/-Y EXPOSED!. ' 

no pos~iion lo meet lhese demarlds but in his anxtety lo retain 
Cotoman - 110 dug deop into his own pocket and also issued !rank 

by Evsrace M~~l l i r~s  Clcip) lund raisir~q appoals for Coleman. l'lie result was l l ~ o l  Warner was 
nearly barlkrupted and conssrvatives nearly losl an excellent source 

aurfiar of 3.5 books and hisfwiarcffha conspiracy rnovorrrent ol out ol print books and indepondoci iniorrnalio?. 

A specter is l~aunting Ihe Anrerican conservativu . . . . It should be noted that it is a common technique lortan 
movornent - a spcctor using an alias [amtong olhsrs) - ol Dr. John inlillrator to attempt a financial raid on a host target - - thereby, 

i 

Co!orr;rtri. Coleman bills hirnsell as "tho World's Greafosl rendering the host target unable to continue in business. An 
In~cllicjonco Expert" - with secro! but Ilighly placed tios to Dritish example of this would be Ihe Rockefeller faction attempling lo take 
Intslllnarxo. l i e  appeared out at the biue at a Gob Wl\ite, Sound over the National Rille Association some 15 years ago with a 
bAon;ary Cnnletenco meeting in Costa Rica in 1984. grandiose plan which would have bankrupled the NRA. , 

. . . . Will1 nn sponsorship - - oillor Il\;ln the seminar sponsor, a 
Dr I4atold Orown and no docurnenIation, Colornan nranayad to 
convtnce tile attendees that he was indsed - - one of the world's 
irnportnr\l oxporfs or1 inlarnalionai intsll:<!ence. HQ clailned lo he 
prrvy io !he mosl carelulty guarded secrnta of the irtdivirjuals who 
clnrldestir~aly rule ll\e warld. 
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MULLINS MATERIAL * * 

HAD TO l3E DISCONTINUED - - OR ELSE! 

. . . . Thars wera 
other problems which 
Colomon crenlod for 
Wartrer, One of them was 
his cor~tinuous dern~nds 
inal .Warner cease any 
cirlicles or sell any books 
writlen by myself, 
Eustaca Mullins. I had, in 
tact, been writing lor 
Warner fbr more ,than a 
decade. Warner . 
altribuled lhis obsossion * 

to mere jealousy an 
Coleman's part. In lact, it 

.. . : . Warner was again assailed by conslanl de'm hnda for more 
nloney. Warnor linally deckJed thal tho only way Lo msel the 
domsnds vrss to hold public meetings wilt1 Coleman as tho star. 
Coleman vrllo had billf~d hinlsslf as the "Vdorld's Greatest O~cil~r'' 
~)rovec! IO be a lack luster speaker, who read in a dull monolor~o 
Irom h ~ s  type wrillen speech. The rnsetlngs were a lailuro. 
Mcilnwhrle, Warner had putchased a cor I~r,~oloman's use and a 
computer lor Coleman's use at a largo home which Warner rented 
tor Itiln. Coleman rarely appeared at fha Warner olfices citing tiis 
loar of assassination. 

. . . , Whal's more, Warner discovered at the maelirgs, Coleman 
atleniprcd ro make linancial doafs lor hicnself, showing no loydly lo 
Warner whalsoever. Finally, Warner inlorrnd him lhat he was fired. 
Warner was required to obtain a warrant io ceaso the auton~obile and , 

mnlputer tltnl were !=anecl to him. Then he re~lized that Coleman i:ad 
obtairled at; illicil copy of his mailing lisl. Coleman b e g a ~ ~ ~ a ~ n d ~  
to Warner's subscr;bers claiming lhat - . 1 had had him discharged in 
order lo bommc., an editor of aml?rer Wainer pubkat~ln. 

went rr,uchdeeper. . . . Eus face Mullins 

. , , . Coleman's vaunted sources of information were not secret 
at ell - - but were discovered by me in tho procoss ol r~viowing his . 

piinted slolemenls. Here are I l ~ e  results ol my study:  bout 30% of. ,. 
his nlalerial was fillad Irom my own wiilings and. . , . aboul 70% was. 
stolen Iron1 Lyndon Larouche publicalions. P~incipally, Coloinan . 
vrould rely on foalure articles in the Executive Intelligonco ~ov i&v  
magazine. The material was simply rewritten by Coloniar~ and 
crudely pulled up lo live o i  six limes its original le~gth. 
Unrortunately, Warner i~rrver riolicctd. 

'. . . . .Finally I became so concerned about the quantity of:;, , ',:: 
material filled from the Larouche publications by Coleman . that 1 
decided to let 3im Warner know lhnt his "new slar" was tilling most 
ol his "secrets" from Larouche publicalions. 

. . . . Somo months later, Warner received an inalgnanl lotler 
lrom tho Larouche office - - complaining about Colemsn's plngiarisrn 
of the Larouct~e material. When Warner confronted Colon~an, 
Warner was assured that it was simply an effort by the Larouclie 
group to sow dissension. Coleman claimed he had only seer1 on,@ 
copy of the execufive InteHigence review in his life. , 

. . . . Sometime later, when Coleman claimed to have left the , 
counlry for South Nrica - - some of his effects ~ere~slorod a t  the ' 

Warner warehou,se. Among them, Warner lound two boxes of well- 
thumbed issues of tarouche magazines. Sure enough, this proved 
lo be the source,pl many o i  Coleman's "British intelligence" 
connections. But Warner's readers were trapped - : and they were 
besieging him with requests that he bring Coleman inlo l l ~ e  public 
spotlight through meetings and seminars, 

, , , . , . Coleman finally did appear at some meolings for a few 
months. But then, VJinrner was hit wilh still more demands for more 
bans and salary advsmes. He tried lo lind other omploy,nnnl lor!' 
him, sonding l~irn'ofl lo a part-limo job with a long lirne supporter, 

" William Makinney, ol Fbrida. Bill Makinney was lured by Iha promiso 
that Coleman could make some extremely prolitable deals lor him. 
later he was disappointed when Coleman arrived wilh his WIIQ and 
son, and Coleman demanded the use of a Lincolr~ town car and 
memberships in the most exclusive Palm Beach Cluhs and nightly 

,meals in Ihe most expensive restaurants, 

. . . . Even worse he spenfrnu'ch of his time closeted in a roam 
at Makinney's home, He claimed lo be making long distanco phone 
calk to the hoad ol the South Nrican gw't. MEikinney was later unable to 
lind records of any such phone calls in his billing. Soon Makinney asked 
him to leave and put him on a plane the sadder but wiser. 

. . . . finally. Coleman showed in Calilornia wl~ote tie was guosl 
of ono, Dr. Arnold Geisbrst, of Glendnla, CA. Geisbret 1x3s on 
inlarosting background. He is an allendee nt many righl-wing 
rneelirrgs, includirlg those of Lawranco Pat1 crson's National 
Bankruptcy Seminars. If6 would take ~vpious notes and interrogate 
svoryone lhat would talk to him. Geisbrrti, obviously, intondod lo 
col l~cl  as much information on the right-wing as possible. Colen~an, 
mnanwhile, went from one address ro Ihn ollrar in Caliiorrtia using 
Warnor's mailing list as a source of (;utkors. 

. . . . AI each resident, 11s wodd spirt a spilslul tala cf lraving 
bee11 cruelly used by Jim Warnor who tiad laken alt of hismoney. 
b,iltanv~hlle, Colomnn would make thrfialeriing calls lo Warner 
ir~lormirry lliin ttrat 11rt would launch a nalional campaign against hirn 
11 Iro refused to make a linanciat sstllentent, Wishing to avoid leg4 
problorns, Warner setllsd a subsinntial sum ol money on Colenia~r, 
all ta 110 avail. Coleman not only launched a campaign 01 
6~:.:1t:nc!:llic1\ cgainsl VJarner using ills 1ni4ling fist of Watnrrr's 
subsc:r~bers - bul he also began a surreptirioils mailing carnpaigrt . 
IISII~~J pseudonyms to accuse Warner ol sexual offenses and of 
hniflg a double agealJb88s&&w*. 162-led to 
Warner's mailing list. --- 

GREA T SUCCESS - 
!N SPnEADlNG DISCORD! 

. . . . Colernan was achieving great succnss in spreading 
conslarnalian and discord ll~~oughout tile consewalive nelwotk, I 
began to realize his true mo!ives. Rather than a greedy confidence 
armst - . with an ability lo rewrits otl~el's n~aterials as his own - it 
bccamn obvious to me and lo Itlose Ihal %new hint, that bo was 
rnorn Ihan likely a highly trained double agsnt - whoso handlers 
&o\jld unlensl~ the "attack dog" on ar: unprepared patrio! community 
a stop at a timo. One sourco I have spoken with chimed that he has 
boen lrainod in Israel by a Mossad ur$- and had been known 
ltiorft as Joseph Pavlonsky. 

. . . . Wo later discovered that ho entered the United States on 
an English passport recorded by the INS as #A2021 1168 issued to 
"John Clarke." Interestingly, whgn Warner accompanied him to get a 
driver's liconse in Loitisiana he ciaitnod IIQ had applied !or a 
social security number although ncrr~o was forthcoming, Even lhof~gh 
ha Itad been in the United States Ior almcst a decade - - he had 
b ~ e r ~  driving in the Western status or1 a Louisiana license, and had 
i'tevcr obl,?i~\ffCt a 1J.S. green card. or work permit, - 
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ON - - TO CARSON CITY, NEVADA - 
AS "SPACE COMMANDER" 

. . . . Noxl cornos Coleman's employnlenl with one George 
Green who operates a r~onconlorrnist pubikarion lilled Plloenix 
Journal Express wlrich is supposedly roprcsenting Ihe slatements 
lrom a space being - - (yes - we said space boing) - by Ihe name 
ol Gyorgos Ceros Halonn. , , . I! 

. . . . Hatonn is the ctairned commandor of a fleet 01 spaco ships 
!rom the galaxy of Pleiades. Those spaceships have bee11 deployed 
over the Calilorniq border with Nevada for several years. This has 
provod lo be convenient for all concerned because the people ol 
PleiiKLos, inlerostingly enough - - do not require a U.S. work permit 
lrom its employees. Coleman is now wriling the material lor Hat~nn. 
Irrletestiyly enough. gives advice about lnterna~ionol Banking, but 
amazingly, ts always negative on Slerl iq donominated investmonts 
and - interestingly - Swiss banking as well. 

. . . . Under the auspices of George Green's, Phoenix Journal 
Express. and America West publishers of Tehachapi, Californid - - 
Coleman tinally published his first and only book "The Conlrni/tee ot 
Tl~rpeJfuadred .,..,..Al!er=oxaminliig i t r ~ ~ ; ~ . h a s ~ ~ r o v e n  lo be 
Ihe usual amalgam of his borrowings from my various textbooks and 

again . from 11io ~arouche magazine. . 
. . . . The loreword to Itre book is 

very revealing. He again takus the 
opportunily lo sow more dissension 
in Ihe conservative movement. It IS 

a vitriolic denunciation of the 
movement claiming i t  was "part of a 
carelully crafted and orch~stratecl 
program to discredit hini (Colenlan) 
and run by s'ecret government 
agenls and informers embedded 
in Ihe so-called Christiar~ right 
wing "identity movornenl". . . . . 
Tho invective goes on at somo 
length repeating the slandors ol 
his provious circulated halo 
lellers. 

. . . . The Can~rnillee of 300 contains nothing new and is an 
amalgam o/ olhers' materials. 

MATERIAL LIFTED FROM THE - - 
ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE! 

. . . . Having reviewed the material of the anti-dofamation 
league. I can say that Coleman's smear'altack in his forward against 
the "so-callod Chrislian right wing" is a typical material taken from 
the guide books of the anli-defamation league. His denunciation ol 
lhe "idenlily movement' - Is also laken directly Irom ADL literature. 
For years Ihe AOL lias considered the "identity movement," it's 
niunber one opponent and target in the United Stales. 

A POTENT AGlTA TOR - 
WORKING AGAINST AMERICA! 

. . . , Whatever the truth or falsily o l  the claims of Or: John 
Coleman - (alias John Clarke, alias Pagonksy) - - it is clear that he 
is a polent agititor workig  am^& American conservative 
publ;shers. . . . Lawrence Patterson has also had a brush with !]in? 
and he has recently succeeded-In taking in Coloriel . . Arcti Robnrts 
who ran a lengthy review of his hook. 

--. . . . .'He has constantly sown seeds of discord and hate lor h ~ s  
own 4evious purposes and will undoubledly continuo to pit patriot ' 
againsl patriol for ns long as he IS allowed lo betray, impede, and 
inlPrate wilhoul exposure. Hopefuliy, this aniclo whiclt /?as been 
su&ndted lo C/?lMlNnL POL1 TICS magarine ol which I am a 
cunirr'buring edifor, will he@ to expose John Colen~an as a tolcign agen/. 

hcknowledgmen t s  t o  CRIMINAL POLITICS, 
P.O. Box 37432, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45222 U.S.A. 

a .  

' We should be c a f l  to d out of an experience only the wisdom that' 
is in it -- and stop there; lest we be like the cat that sits down on a hot 
stove-lid She will never sit down on a hot stove-lid again, and that is 
well; but also she wiU never sit down on a cold one any more. 

-- Mark Twain 

Don Ecker And UFO Magazine 
91 1 1/92 # 1 HATONN UFO, I wish to point out that ANYONE channel that purportedly carries Hatonn.. ." 

coming to INFILTRATE or SPY were wel- George DID NOT SAY SUCH A THING--the 
I see no purpose in responding again to comed and all questions were responded to frequency is a high band frequency in the 

such rubbish and blatant disinformation with great courtesy and generosity. There range of weather satellite usage and is NOT 
resources as Don Ecker of UFO magazine. has never been rudeness and I believe that military and I would guess that you might 
I find the attack of both them and Joseph is self-evident by the same article wherein have to be sophisticated in radio to build 
Pavlonski (alias 'John Coleman") to be the 'spiesn got, apparently, all sorts of your own-bu t capability already exists for 
amusing and self-condemning. I do, how- information-all of which is invalid and receiving the sound waves. 'Descrarnblef 
ever, ask that a rather miserable counter foolish in nature. There is NO GROUP, NO is poor language u-because it needs no 
ittack of a couple of years past from one of CULT, NO CHURCH AND THEREFORE descrambling-simply a translator of the 
Itheir own UFO colleaguesn to be a more CAN BE NO 'LOOSE ORGANIZATIONn. pulse language or a very sophisticated 
than adequate answer. I ask that the Don Ecker shows his own blundering computer terminal for simultaneous'read- 
Vitors reprint the newsletter from Cooper stupidity by ending the article '....George ing" of the pulses. 
marding the group involved herein. Green stated that 'anyonew could build He (Ecker) also says: 'If Hatonn doesn't 

However, for you who read the article in the udescrarnbler" to tune into the rnilitaxy have the answer, perhaps local military 
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facilities might: Edwards Air Force Base get some interesting information regarding WHY THE ATENTION, MR. ECKER? WE 
and the China Lake Naval Weapons Sta- UFOs from our resource1 have yet to see BOTH KNOW YOUR DESPERATION, DO 
tion are both relatively nearby." Ah, a one totally accurate report or story in their WE NOT? PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP AND 
blackmail threat of some sort?? Not to publication. I would guess that our YOU DECEIVERSARE GETTING DAMNED 
wow,  readers: They both catch everything Khazarian, Don Ecker (alias a dozen la- SCARED, ARENT YOU? I LOOK FOR- 
directly and right off this computer so we bels), must be getting nervous to get in- WARD TO NUMBERTHREE WHEREIN WE 
actually feel quite secure. They may have volved with such other agents already dis- AWAIT JOSEPH PAVLONSKIS ADDITION 
'big guns" but I have more massive "weap- closed as blatant enemy agents to the AND INTERVIEW-IF HE IS STILL YET 
ons" at my disposal. We have a very United States of America. UNDEPORTED AS THE WARRANT ISSUED 
healthy respect for one another and it If you who claim to be *the people" do REQUIRES. CREDIBILITY? YESINDEED-- 
would behoove readers to get a little more not clean out the thieves and liars who BUT NOT FOR YOU, SIRS AND MADAMS. 
'with it". If you need a UFO 'magazine" claim your press, sensational tabloids, and I further suggest all stay tuned because 
for old drivel-what think you that may media-then perhaps you deserve the I believe all will find testimony in the suit 
have happened in this last 40 years? The smothering lies and deceit dumped on you. defending against the University of Science 
dis- mis-information teams are getting It  is these little 'nerdsw who allow the 'big and Philosophy quite interesting. I, 
pretty desperate, ARE THEY NOT? Better jerks" to totally control you and all your Germain, Russell and even Tesla-are very 
look carefully and think about it, readers. thought processes. I AM OBVIOUSLY BIG capable of speaking for selves and I do 
If you look a t  their price tag I think you will ENOUGH TO GIVE THEM A BAD CASE OF believe a JURY will find it indeed informa- 
also fmd our publications are far less ex- NIGHT TERRORS OR THEY WOULD NOT tive. INDEED, I LOOK FORWARD TO THE 
pensive on one to one basis and you MIGHT ATTACK SO STUPIDLY-IF I AM NOT REAL, NEXT IN THE SERIES, MR. ECKER. 

(Editor's note: The following is Vol. I, No. 6- 
July 15, 1 9 9 k f  Cooper's The Citizen's 
Agency for Joint Intelligence Newsletter 
containing some inteasting comments about 
Mr. Ecker that Commander Hatonn tuishes 
our readem to see. Apparently mutual m- 
sped amng *wlleaguesm like Cooper and 
Ecker in the UFO community is no mom 
substantive than is most of their infoma- 
tion.) 

THE CONTROLLERS 

By Milton William Cooper 

Who are the secret governments 
controllers? Who are the manipula- 
tors of information? Who are the 
ones that are perpetrating the 
biggest con game since Barnum and 
Bailey first went on the road with 
their side show? They are not 
obscure although you will not find 
them in mainstream America. They 
belong to the fringe element of our 
societyandcontrolsuch segments as 
the paranormal, UFO research, and 
parts of the new age community. They 
debunk anything and everything not 
normally considered acceptable to 
the so called leaders of the field 
without even a cursory examination 
of the facts. Character assassina- 
tion runs rampant. 

Although controllers prevail in 
every segment of the fringe commu- 
nitythis specific article will deal 
only with their publications and 
specifically with UFO magazine. I 
will deal in particular with an 
article written on me in UFO Maga- 
zine, Vol. 5, No. 4, 1990. This 
paper will serve both as a response 
to the UFO Magazine article and as 
an a,....I. education - . .  r . . - . .  for the . reader. - - .  - . I hope 

you may also find it somewhat 
amusing. 

While I was attached to Naval 
Intelligence I saw documents that 
revealed that the top publications 
in these fields are totally con- 
trolled or are under the influence 
of the secret government. This is 
not a new statement as UFO Magazine 
would have you believe. I first 
revealed this in a research paper 
entitled "The Secret Government" 
which I delivered at the 1989 MUFON 
convention. 

These publications are usually 
staffed and operated by people with 
solid connections to the CIA or 
other intelligence agencies. The 
publication style reflects a total 
tabloid mentality, Most gossip 
columnists do much better. The 
attitude that the reader is child- 
like in nature prevails and infor- 
mation is censored with the expla- 
nation that it's for the good of the 
consumer. 

The editors frequently profess 
lofty ideals on the one hand while 
filling their publications with 
trash advertisements that are per- 
fect examples of the age old con 
game. I find it amusing that their 
ideals are sacrificed when it comes 
to accepting a rip off while at the 
same time debunking someone who 
writes a book as not credible 
becausemoney isbeingmade. Dothey 
charge money for UFO Magazine? 

THE FINDINGS 

Several researchers have thor- 
oughly investigated the background 
of Vicki Cooper, publisher and 
editor of UFO Magazine. What we 

found out is exactly what we ex- 
pected. Furthermore, I came into 
possession of a letter written by 
Mr. Martin Cannon, a prominent Los 
Angeles researcher that confirms 
100% of our findings. Martin Cannon 
is a close personal friend of Vicki 
Cooper and used to be a contributor 
and staff member of UFO Magazine. I 
ran the results of our investiga- 
tions in the CAJI Newsletter during 
the first 2 weeks in June of 1990. 
UFO Magazine's all out attack upon 
my character quickly followed ihthe 
issue that hit the stands in July. 
UFO was very careful, however, not 
to mention the results of our 
investigation or the articlewherein 
they appeared. 

I think you should find it inter- 
esting that Vicki's son attends the 
Military Academy at West Point. We 
found that Vicki Cooper's uncle is 
Grant Cooper, the defense attorney 
for Sirhan Sirhan and the Johnny 
Rosselli mob. Many researchers, 
including Martin Cannon, believe 
that Grant Cooper has extensive ties 
to the CIA, Some say that the 
Rosselli mob is a partner in the 
CIA8 s programs of gun running, drug 
smuggling and assassination. 

- Sirhan'sparentshavealwaysmain- 
tained that no defense at all was 
mounted for Sirhan Sirhan for the 
express reason of promoting and 
maintaining the 'lone gunman" an- 
swer to Robert Kennedyf s assassina- 
tion. An answer that we now know is 
not true. We know that Sirhan Sirhan 
was in front of Kennedyandcouldnot 
havepossiblyadministeredthe death 
shot which entered Robert Kennedy's 
brain from behind his right ear. We 
also know that Sirhan'~*~istol only 
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held 8 cartridges but that 9 or more 
shots were fired. It appears that 
Sirhan Sirhanfs parents were right 
and if they were right the defense 
of Sirhan Sirhan was in the complete 
control of the CIA. The same CIA 
that helped assassinate Robert 
Kennedy's brother John F. Kennedy. 

We also found that many of Vicki 
Cooperfs friends and acquaintances 
swear that Vicki Cooper has person- 
ally informed them that 'UFO Maga- 
zine is controlled by the CIA". The 
Martin Cannon letter makes the same 
statement. 1t is born out by the 
fact that the newest, most interest- 
ing, most revealing, and most sought 
after information ever to surface in 
the UFO field has never been pub- 
lishedor evenmentionedor referred 
to in UFO Magazine. It has been 
completelycensoredand suppressed. 
Not even one letter to the editor 
concerning that information has 
everbeenpublishedinUFOMagazine. 
I know that many were written but 
were totally ignored by UFO. 

We further found that some UFO 
Magazine staffers have extensive 
ties to the intelligence cpmmunity 
and that one contributor and ex- 
staff member has ties tothe CIAmind 
control experiments and those who 
were extensively involved in those 
experiments. He has worked with 
such men as Dr. Lilly and Dr. J. 
West. This ex-staffer is the one who 
found Vicki Cooper' s apartment for 
her. Is it just coincidence that the 
same contributor and ex-staff mem- 
ber lives in the apartment directly 
above Vicki Cooper? The Martin 
Cannon letter contains much more 
damling information on Vicki Cooper 
but we will save that for a rainy 
day. 

One ofthebiggest failings of UFO 
Magazine is the ranting and raving 
about those who 'burst into the 
center of ufological (huh?) atten- 
tion, making incredible claims, " 
such other statements like, 'With- 
out exception, the whistleblowers 
of recent times only furnish the 
most hazy ev4ence of their claims, 
if that., or' "oftentimes they will 
also lay claim to having worked with 
or for the government, in high 
enough positions to wield security 
clearances, " and "Pied Pipers forg- 
ing a trail of lies and deception." 
That last quote implies that UFO 
Magazine knows what the truth is and 
if they do why are they withholding 
it from the public? 

Who wrote the material quoted in 
the last paragraph? DonEckerofUFO 
Magazlne wrote it in the article 

calledWPart I: FocusOnBill Cooper audience to various possibilities, 
- THE WHISTLEBLOWER. " Don Ecker has one of which is that aliens may not 
had little if any journalistic exist at all, andthat whether or not 
training whatsoever, and it is they exist someone ismost certainly 
apparent that he does not have any doing all of that and more. I 
ethics. Don Ecker claims to have attempt to stimulate the audience to 
been an army Green Beret who was do personal research and help put 
attached to army G2 intelligence. pressure upon the government to 
He also claims to have been a police disclose the truth to the public. I 
officer . am the only lecturer who makes it a 

DonEckerburstintothe center of point to tell the audience "do not 
Ufological research attention mak- believe anything I say or anything 
ing incredible claims that aliens anyone else says, I want you to go 
murder and mutilate humans. (Au- out and find your own truth." Ecker 
thors note...A claim that I know is seems to think that there is some- 
true.) Don Ecker also claims that thing wrong with that statement. I 
the government and its Justice wonder what the public things about 
Department are covering up these it? 
dirty deeds. (Authorf s note. . .Also I do state that I believe that 
true, gee you'd think he was on my UFOs are dangerous, a statement 
side. Don Ecker has not been able reinforced by Jacques Vallee in his 
to furnish any acceptable proof of most recent book by many articles 
his sensational claims. Don Ecker that have appeared in UFO Magazine 
claims to have wielded a Top Secret and by other researchers such as 
security clearance. Linda Howe, William Stienman, Don 

DonEckerhaspostedaple thoraof  Ecker himself (remember Ecker says 
anonymous files on computer bulle- the UFO occupants murder and muti- 
tin boards that support everything late humans), and many others. In 
that I have said since going public. the same UFO Magazine in which Ecker 
I suspect that he is the author of makes the statement an abduction 
those files and not the anonymous article appears that substantiates 
sources that he claims wrote them. the abduction of and experimenta- 
If his claims of aliens murdering tion on humans. In fact the theme 
and mutilating humans are true then of that issue of UFO Magazine is 
Don Ecker certainly qualifies as a abduction. The governments in- 
whistleblower. Was Don Ecker sub- volvement has been born out by the 
consciously writing about himself testimony of enough people to send 
when he spilled his bile onto the any man to the gas chamber. It is 
pagesofUFOMagazine? Howcouldany a claimthat DonEcker himself makes 
respectable editor of any ethical in that the "government is covering 
magazine allow this jerk who fits up the human murders and mutila- 
his own description to write slan- tions." 
derous gossip about others? You Ecker furnishes lie after lie 
figure it out. At least get someone after lie. On the first page he 
with no poop in their pants. states that I have "accused former 

In his venomous article Ecker friends and associates" and "vari- 
slobbers that I have "enthralled ous ufol~gists~~(?) with illegal 
thousands with lurid tales of dan- acts, moral turpitudeandofpurvey- 
gerous UFOs and secret government ing disinformation statement at 
treaties allowing the alien menace best. I stated over 2 1/2 years ago 
to abduct and experiment on unwill- that William Moore is an agent and 
ing human victims in exchange for that hi~'~artner Stanton Friedman is 
advanced alien technology." If you also an agent. I stated that I had 
read my papers you know full well seen their names along with that of 
that that is not at all what I said. Bruce Macabee on a list to be 
I discussed ONE treaty. I specifi- recruited in 1972. I stated that I 
cally stated that the government saw no evidence thus far that Bruce 
allowed the aliens to abduct humans Macabee is involved. 
for the monitoring of our develop- William Moore has since con- 
ment and medical examination only. fessed. Friedman is going to play 
I stated the aliens had broken the hard to get but without a doubt he 
treaty and that the U.S. was help- was involved in the fraudulent 'MJ- 
less to do anything about it. Ecker 12 papers", "Aquarius telex", "Snow- 
knows all this but he is attempting bird document", and several others 
distort facts thinking that all the that are all fakes, when he was a 
readers are stupid. full fledged member of the Research 

I have not enthralled anyone. My Team of Moore, Shandera, and Friedman. 
talks are devoted to waking up my Friedman's attempts to distance 

- .  - -  - -  . - -  - . -  . - -  



himself from Moore will not save segment of George Knapp' s "UFOs, The original specifications. Further 
him from blame. None of them are now Best Evidence?" proof of Lazar'sliesisthe fact that 
oreverweremyfr~endsorassociates. I would advise all of you to it is always the military who writes 

I have recently stated the fact investigate fully the employer of the specifications for new weapons 
that John Lear IS Condor. Condor is JohnLear. Whoownsthecompany? What systems and then they are given tothe 
the so called government scientist in kinds of cargos do they haul? Who scientists to fulfill those specifi- 
shadow and disguised voice on UFO hires them to haul it? You had also cations, therefore Lazar is com- 
Cover-up Live. The one Moore states better verify employment. Don't just pletely full of crap. Who put him up 
has been working with Moore and take Lear' s word for it. You will be to it? 
feedinghiminformationforyears. It very surprisedto say the least, that When I saw the information on 
is a fact whether you like it or not. is provided that you really dig like Project Excalibur Bob Lazar could not 
We have proven it is Lear beyond any I have. have been any older than 16 years old. 
doubt. It is this fact that links him Don Ecker continues in the same I told Bob Swan, and my wife about 
with William Moore and the govern- rambling and confusedmanner spouting Project Excalibur in 1972. I believe 
ments disinformation program. lie after lie. He misquotes, on I also discussed Project Excalibur 

I have also, after exhaustive purpose, I believe, the CAJI Newslet- with Jeff Smith, and Steve Raginold 
investigation, labeledRobert Lazar a ter and seve;al people. Ecker insists sometime during 1980. These two men 
fraud because he is a fraud, and any that when questioned Bob Swan "stated were ex-navy men who had worked with 
REAL research on anyones part will for the record that the only thing he the information. Bob Lazar is a 
readily reveal that fact. No one remembered was "something to do with stone-cold liar and a total fraud. 
other than me, and I will repeat that UFOs." This is not only a lie meant Vicki Cooper and Don Ecker have 
no one other than me has REALLY and todisinformbut is ablatantlie. Bob both dropped their pants on this one 
EXTENSIVELYinvestigatedRobertLazar. Swan sent aletter to Linda Howewhich and neither one of them look any 
All of youhave taken Lear's, Knapp's, she published in her book "An Alien better with their pants off than they 
and Lazar's word for what he claims. Harvest". In that letter Mr. swan do with them on. Don Ecker told me at 
Proof will be in the next Newsletter. states that I showed him classified the 1989MUFONconference that he was 

Don Ecker relates a story, and that documents "to do with aliens and romancing Vicki Cooper to get a job on 
is exactly what it is, a story. He UFOs," and that I gave him copies of UFO Magazine. He gave me that answer 
claims that I asked him to send a file those documents. He remembers that I when I asked him about the girl he left 
to Friedman. I did send some told him that all the space shots were back home in Idaho. His ethics were 
information to Friedman but only accompanied by UFOs, that there was an lacking then and they aren't any 
through Jim Spieser. This story of me alien base on the moon, that we better now. Apparently Vicki caught 
sending information to Ecker is a discussed the Kennedy assassination on and kicked him right out of bed. 
complete lie. If he sent anything to and several other things. Don Ecker Say Don, what was that story you 
Friedman it was somethinghe compiled knows about this letter and so does blubbered at the NUFON symposium 
and wrote just like the phony anony- Vicki Cooper, Knapp, Howe (she pub- about the Mayflower Madam? Poor, poor 
mous files he continues to post all lished it) , Pelham, and everyone else Don. 
over the computer nets. This little that has read Linda Howef s book. You I would bet that after reading this 
story of his might also account for can buy the book today and read it for Vicki will regret ever meeting Don 
some of the information purported to yourself. Ecker. Shewillmost certainlyregret 
be from me that most definitely is Lazar, Ecker claims, said that he allowing this jerk to print his 
not. wrote apaper in Los Alamos concerning vicious attackuponme in her magazine 

The Krill episode is Project Excalibur that is concerned for most certainly if she had not 
unfortunate...for Lear. One of the with an earth-penetrating, nuclear- allowed it I wouldhave had no reason 
ways the counter intelligence opera- tipped missile designed to destroy to publish this reply. My policy is 
tions work is to publish something as underground facilities. Lazar fur- andalwayswillbetoonlystrike down 
fiction, 1ikeStrieber'sbook"Majes- therclaimsthathewrotetheoriginal thosewho are activelythreateningmy 
tic" which contains all true informa- specification for that weapon in that goal, me, my family, my loved ones, or 
tion, so that when someone blows the paper in 1988. He says that he had a my allies. 
whistle a finger can be pointed and witness. Where is the witness? I'll 
the cry of thief can be raised. That be happy to make liars out of both Now lets get something straight. I 
was the moment that I knew for certain Lazar and his witness. Long before I am not a member of the UFO community. 
that Lear was recruited and is without ever saw Lear face to face and a hell I am not a ufologist and I do not 
adoubtaCIAoperative. HeandGrace, of a long time before I even heard of recognize that or any other self 
who is an active duty member of the Bob Lazar, I discussed Project appointed terminology. I am only a 
counter intelligence division of the Excalibur with Jim Spieser and a man Christian, and a Citizen concerned 
Air Force Office of Special Investi- by the name of Jeff Felix. The excuse with the preservation of the United 
gation at Nellis Air Force Base, Spieser used for kicking me and Felix States Constitution. I will kill to 
didn't make up that name, they knew off of Paranet was that he felt that protect that document if the need 
exactly what they were doing. Felix and I were conspiring to putout arises. 

One ofthe things that I like about disinformation. Theonlyinformation I do not care if aliens are real 
this episode is that Lear states that that Felix and I discussed and the or not. I do care about finding out 
he and Grace made up the material and only informationdiscussedwith Spieser what the truth is, why it has been 
the name to fool the public. That is concerning FelixwasProjectExcalibur. hidden from us, and exactly who is 
a complete and damning confession Furthermore, the basic carrier using it to manipulate us right into 
that he was involved in the dissemi- (missile) was alreadyundergoing tests a new world order which we will have 
nation of disinformation to fool the by the navy in 1988 making it a little no say in organizing or running. I 
public. Lear iade the statement on a late for Bizarre Lazar to be writing also want to find out if I have been 
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used, and if I have, I want to make page of thoughtful reminders and input. I Align feminists with gay activists in a 
sure that those responsible are shall honor the authors and yourself just campaign against heterosexuality per 
punished for their act ions. I want as sent to us. If is time, world, to awaken se. 
an end to secrecy of any kind and for and see that which has been pulled upon Exploit chiIdhood rebellion to alienate 
any reason. * a thine eyes in deception. children from parents. Separate chil- 

RECOMMENDATION QUOTING: dren from the protective traditional fam- 
ily structure. 

Cancel your subscription td UFO MORALITY FOR YOUTH Redefine Family to break the hetero- 
Magazine and do not ever buy it sexual model of a nuclear family with a 
again. Send a letter to Sticki The following is quoted from KINSEY, mother and father. 
Pooper telling her exactly whst you SEX AND FRAUD (The Indoctrination of a What chance of success does such 
think of her, her UFO Trashzine, and People) by Dr. Judith A. Reisman, Edward an agenda have? Probably not much. 
her sorry excuse for a' journalist, W. Eichel, Dr. Jehn H. Court, and Dr. J. When mainstream Americans learn to 
Mr. Pecker. Put 811 your- old ~ q p i e s  Gordon MUir, Editors. Distributed by recognize the components of such a 
in the outhouse &ere they belong. Huntington House Publishers, P.O. Box campaign, however cunningly disguised 

Send your letter to: 53788, Lafayette, Louisiana70505. Phone the elements are inside 'AIDS Educa- 
UFO Trashiine " 1-800-749-4009. tion' programs, 'initiatives' to dispel 
1800 S. ~obertson Blvd., Box -355 "This book is social dynamite!" : 'homophobia', and the like, they are 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 Patrick Buchanan. likely to make short shrift of them. 
If you think this is news be sure The following is directly from the book END QUOTING 

and get my book "BEHOLD A PALE HORSE" in point: * * + 
which will be published in Septem- Well, perhaps, but the people sleep on and 
ber . Only 500 hard backed, signed, BEYOND THE KINSEY the politicians play their sneaky games- 
and numbered limited first edition GRAND SCHEME for instance, surely you do not think Perot 
copies will be printed. This book is out of the picture?!? A s  long as deceit 
will blow the lid off "Ufology". A While adult-child sex is identified as works it will continue until it falls or im- 
second edit ion of 2 5-0 0 quality soft a major objective_ of the Kinsey (Dr. Alfred prisons you. Which it will be is totally up 
backed books will follow. $30 for C. Kinsey) 'grand scheme', arriving at such to YOU. 
the limited first edition that is a goal will not be easy. For those who [Editor's note: Please see the article 
assured of becoming a collectors subscribe to both gay and pedophile agen- on page 15 on Congress'passing of Public 
item. $ 2 0  for the soft back. Please das-and they are in influential positions Law 102-14. The Zionist Adversary is as 
enclose $ 2  for postage and handling in academic sexology-there is a challeng- much behind this Kinsey issue as  behind 
for each book ordered. ing road ahead. But the challenge is being that~ucat ionAd,  bothactingas covers for 

Book orders should be sent to : met with a subtle and comprehensive cam- the undermining of America's values.] 
William Cooper paign affecting society's most-prized belief 
19744 Beach Blvd., Ste. 301 systems, professions and institutions. We DEDICATION 
Huntington Beach, CA 92648 are fully aware that the following alleged 
[END QUOTE. ] elements of this campaign may sound like TO THOSE WHO WENT IN TRUTH, IN 

science fiction, even though we have al- FACT AND IN SPIRlTTO GUARD IN A LONELY L ate st JO U RNA L ready seen most of them in the sex educa- VIGIL ON A BACKWOODS MOUNTAIN TOP 
- tion and sex7jlogy literature: IN IDAHO. BLESSED AREYE WHO DEFEND 

Encourage gay-activist movements, and THE LEAST OF "MINE", SAYETH THE LORD. G 0 e s To P re s s .' establish homosexuality as a normal MAY THE LOSS OFTHOSE BLESSED CHIL- 

I - sexual orientation. DREN OF CTOD WHO GAVETHATYE MIGHT 
- 9 /  15/92 #3 HATONN Declare pedophilia a sexual orientation FIND TRUTH OFYOURCIRCUMSTANCE BE 

. and add adult-child sex. to the agenda. REVEALED IN THE GLORY WHICH IT IS. 
A WORD UP FRONT Promote widespread promiscuity to cre- AND, MAY JUSTICE BEFOUND UPONYOUR 

ate a sexual anarchy, where so many PLACE THAT YOU NOT BE FOREVER LOST 
This can serve as "INTRODUCTION" to- - are implicated that the distinction of TO THE PATH OF LIGHTED TRUTH AND 

this latest JOURNAL volume but it is NOT pedophilia might seem insignificant. SOURCE. 
in actuality. It simply happens to be some- Promote the sexual rights of children, to 
thing brought into my attention at this ' .. open the way for pedophilia. CRUCIFIXION CROSSES COME IN MANY 
moment-WORTHY OF IMMEDIATE NO- , Attack religion to undermine the Judeo- SHAPES AND FORMS! 
TATION. Christian concept of sin and eliminate 

This latest JOURNAL going to press is the distinction between right and wrong. MAY GOD IN HIS GRACE FORGIVETHAT 
going to be called THE FUNNEL'S NECK Attack psychoanalysis to eliminate WHICH IS DONE AGAINST HIS TRUTH FOR 
because there is so much being pressed psychoanalytical concepts that associ- SURELY,MANKINDCANNOTKNOWOFTHAT 
together that one subject cannot be easily ate aberrant sexual behaviors with WHICH HE DOES. MAY THE DEMAND FOR 
separated from another. Our intent is now mental illness.* Disassociate sex from JUSTICE CRY OUT IN DEAFENING ROAR 
and always has been to write dated JOUR- pathology. (* Sodomy is legally clas- ACROSS YOUR NATIONS THAT THE LOSS 
NALS. If content seems a bit unliterary in sjfied as  mental illness under the Laws AND SACRIFICE SHALL NOT PERISH, BUT 
perfection-so be it for great phrasing and of Washington.) TOUCH THE HEARTS OF MAN--FORIFYOU 
grammatical perfection is not our goal- Lobby the judicial system to reform sex LOSE THIS ACT OF INJUSTICE IN YOUR 
information in TRUTH is our only intent laws so that aberrant sexual behavior is SLUMBER--SOTOO SHALLYEPERISH, FOR 
and goal. The awakening of man to his not cgnsidered criminal. Legalize aber- SO IS IT SPOKEN AND SO SPOKEN, SHALL 
plight (that he might change his direction) - rant sex acts to eliminate punishment ITCOMETOBEUPONTHELANDSINTHESE 
is our HOPE. GOD IS OUR LIFE. for sex crimes. DAYS OF THE LORD. 

Thank you, Patrick, for sharing this , Promote hostility between the sexes. AMEN . -  - - .  
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Roller Coaster 
(Cantinued from page 1 ) 

to be made ill from your very survival KNOWING. HOW WILL YOU CHOOSE? 
stores. 

We are continually complained to that 9/ 17/92 # 1 HATONN 
viruses, etc., the nation has been infected "imminent" means anywhere from next 
with same. Further, there is nothing you hour to next century. Well, yes, that is HEY, WHAT'S HAPPININ? 
can do about it. In this little town written true-BUT THESE THINGS ARE FAR 
about in the paper in which the Constitu- CLOSER TO THE NEXT HOUR THAN TO It is quite simple when you ponder it-you 
tional Law Center is taking action-they THE NEXT CENTURY SO I WOULD SUG- areon the rollercoasterride-toolate toget off 
can only act on the fact that the population GEST ACTING ACCORDINGLY. and moving toward full steam ahead without 
was not gtven notice until AFTER sick- visible means of slowing, stopping or choos- 
ness struck thmughout the population RANDY WEAVER ing a better stopping point. 

The NEW WORLD ORDER is at the end of 
WHAT WAS THE EVENING LIGHT Lest ye forget: You are asked to give this ride and it will then be known as the 
IN THE SO. CAL. WESTERN SKY support to Randy. He can be receiving mail ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER. It is the ZbnCst 

LAST EVENING? at: Boise County Jail, 7200 Barrister Dr., hope to establish this Order after they have 
Boise, Idaho 83704. Do, however, send him used Communism, Democracy and a Third 

This was seen over such a large area stamps and writing supplies if you desire a World togain theirends. You in theU.S. have 
that I feel it alright to comment. It was an response for he has nothing. I ask DISCRE- quicklybecomethemajornationintheUthird- 
attempted launch of a very deadly missile TIOM in subjects discussed for ALL is cen- world" for you have been "hooked" and 
from Vandenberg. You ARE at  war, re- soredandinspected byuintelligence". Please stripped. I REMIND YOU-THIS IS NOT 
member. If you think your shuttle is up in do not refer to any possible "old" experiences JUDAISM ORUJEWISH* AS YOU WISH TO 
space to study frogs and hornet's nests you or connections as you perceive them to be. RECOGNIZE THE HIDDEN GROUP OF 
are in serious trouble. Note that the an- The point is to give support and love, along THIEVES-THIS IS A PRESUMPTION 
nouncements regarding intensive studies with sympathy for his losses and those of his WHICH IS FALSE AS TO JEWISHNESS. 
of "live" crystals never made the news children. Remember that a Mother and Son YOU HAVE MET YOUR ENEMY AND YOU 
after the FIRST announcement! They are were murdered-DO NOT CAUSE THE FA- HAVE BEEN TRAINED AND BADGERED 
dumping viruses (crystal life-forms) on you, THER TO BE ALSO MURDERED. ONLY TO NOT SEE HINI IN HIS INVISIBLE NEW 
chelas, by the BILLIONS OF DOLLARS NATIONAL SUPPORT AND ATTENTION WILL CLOTHES. 
WORTH. SAVE THIS MAN FROM THE TRAP STILL 

BEING LAID FOR HIM. HOW CAN ONE CLOSER TO "HOMEn-THAT BEING 
HELP IN DISASTERS "LITTLE" MAN BE SO IMPORTANT TO THE WHEREIN IS THE HEART, 

BASTARDS IN CONTROL? IT IS WORTH I.E.: GOLD AND MONEY 
Ah, more "aid to disaster victims" the CONSIDERING, IS IT NOT? IF YOU WISH TO 

story goes? There hasn't been any so far! SEND MONETARY GIFTS-DO NOT SEND What is happening with gold and silver? 
Insurance companies such as Sears Roe- THEM TO THIS MAN DIRECTLY FOR HE EXACTLY WHAT WAS EXPECTED IF YOU 
buck (Allstate) is under review for down- WILL NOT GET THEM, SEND THEM TO KEEP UP. It cannot rise by leaps and 
grade and the Discover card holders are GRITZ FOR FORWARDING OR DELIVERY bounds until the market is triggered atjust 
paying higher costs because of it. The AND/OR HERE WHEREIN THEY CAN BE under 3,500. The dollar is in disastrous 
government, thus far, has not come through SAFELY FORWARDED. NO, OUR PEOPLE circumstance as  is every other currency in 
with ANYTHING except inability to cope HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THE SITUA- the world-ready for new currency and 
with more and more disasters. Do you TION OF RANDY WEAVER BUT WILL MAKE global money. The "show and telln is for 
realize that TODAY in Iowa's southern SURE THAT THERE IS SOME WAY TO GET sparring position. 
portion the entire area looks like Pakistan INFORMATION AND GIFTS TO HIM. I'M Why the recent drop in gold? Several 
earlier in the week? What will this do to the SURE THERE ARE PLACES SET UPTO RE- things and several governments have sold 
grain crops? It has been declared to be a CEIVE FOR HIM AND THIS "CAUSE" BUT IT gold in order to get foreign currency, i.e., 
"state of emergency" and a "federal disas- HAS NOT YET COME TO OUR ATTENTION. Italy, etc. In a similar move they shoved up 
ter" this morning-AFTER the release of REVELATION 22: 11-16 interest rates by a lot. Facts are that most 
information of a federal disaster "pack- And when that time come, all doing markets didn't have news of this which is 
age" for assistance to "already" disaster m n g  tuill do it more- and mare; the vile d l  even more wondrous because there COULD 
areas. become more vile; good meq wiU be bettet; NOT be a fair market reaction. There is a 

The California quakes continue daily by those who are holy will mdnue on in p a t e r  lot of gold being exchanged into things like 
the hundreds-you just don't hear. Yes- hoh'ness. jet fighters and thus and so for it is hard to 
terday a large one hit in the same area of See, Iamcoming soonand my reward get gold transfigured into quiet money at a 
Yucca Valley, with damage. How long will is with me, to repay everyone according to time when money is being revamped and 
those faults hold? What kind of disaster the deeds he has done. I am the A and the taken from use. 
cost will be incurred when that "Big One" 5 the Beginning and the End, the First and The Zionist Banksters of the world have 
happens? How much return do you think Last. drained off all reserves (for money backing) 
you will receive from the defunct insurance Blessed forever are all who are wash- from your nation in one way or another and 
companies and your bankrupt federal and ing their robes, to have the right to enter in YOU have no hard metal on which to base 
state governments? through the gates of the city, and to eat the money. 

Ft. Knox is empty of metals but is filled fruit from the Tree of Life. It was and is predicted that gold will 
to overflow with new colored paper money- Outside the city are those who have bottom in 1992 so it still remains a good 
ready to exchange for currency now de- strayed away from God, and the sorcerers investmb nt if investment is as collateral 
funct and ration coupons, itemized, num- and the immoral and murderers and idola- in order to put value to immediate project 
bered and ready for immediate distribu- ters, and all who love to lie, and do so... .. work. Just  to tinker with gold is going to 
tion. I suggest everyone check your sup- ANDSO, WDHASSENTFORTHMES- be foolish in the long run but might well 
plies-AND, get a bit of water decon- SENGERS IN THESE FINAL PASSAGES hold for a while. Everyone needs some 
taminant supplies because yap g e  set up. T W T ,  , Y p g  MIGHT, B& GTwN INTO , stoyq~ pnd. it replains , k s t  , f ~ r ,  ,same, 

, , . . I . -  I . ,  b , . . ,  . &  2 ,  
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along with silver-for immediate needs, in EARTHOUAKES AND brown-eyed ones thinking of themselves as 
collapse. SONIC BOOMS "Jewish". Zionism is NOT 'Jewish", I re- 

London gold must hold over $332 and mind you and 'anti-Semitem has no such 
climb back to over $360 to get any life at The interesting display of "rumbling" meaning in any event. IF YOU DO NOT 
all. If the $332 low breaks, it foretells a shudders over Coastal Southern Califor- KNOW YOUR ENEMY HOW CAN YOU PRO- 
move back to possibly in the $ 2 8 0 ~  to $300 nia yesterday morning (for several hours) TECT YOURSELF? THE ZIONISTS ARE TO- 
bottom zone which were lows between was not quake nor sonic booms as finally TALLY COMMUNISTIC SOCIALISTS IN THE 
your years 1982 86 1985. The intent, described to you. Neither was it the MIDST OF THE PLAN 2000 WORLD TAKE- 
then, is to move it up strongly in the next "regular" returning blast of the "photon OVER. ISHALLAGAINWRITEABOUTITAND 
two years 1993-94 as money is changed spy plane". It was caused by a series of I TRUST YOU WILL READ IT WITH OPEN 
and confusion reigns. 1995 will be a pulse blasts which do cause air-quakes MINDS. THESEONESDONOTCOMEFROM 
horrendous year ofchangesand you had but not of the military type you would THE HOUSE OF SHEM (SEMITES); THEY 
best be prepared. Until then expect perceive of craft breaking sound barri- ARE FROMTHE HEARTAND SOULOFTHE 
fluctuations and, for this reason, if in- ers. California is being polished and PHARISEES. THE LIES ARE ABOUT TO 
vested as collateral or otherwise-for readied for disaster. A s  these things are BURY YOU. THESE ONES WILL WAR WPTH 
goodness sakes don't sell-for it is time happening constantly (without notice or SELVES, SLAY THEIR OWN AND START 
to purchase, not sell. If you cause ones after the sleeping pill is given and return RIOTS WHILE CALLING THEMSELVES BY 
to sell your collateral be prepared for to normal drugged sleep is achieved) NAMES TO INCITE RIOTS AS IN IDAHO OR 
loss in any circumstance because of at- with almost steady pulses to all areas. GERMANY-THE PLOT IS ALWAYS THE 
tendant fees. It t ill NOT hold market The quakes happening are in the areas of SAME-TO CAUSE CHAOS AND DMDE 
expectations for it is manipulated. The fault lines where there is still "snag" or THE PEOPLE INTO HATE GROUPS. YOU 
point is that myriads of tons of gold are "hang-up". Note that these are getting WILL RECOGNIZE THIS THRUST OR YOU 
being processed onto the markets but heftier and more damaging on impact. ARE DESTINED TO PERISH IN IT. 
prices are being kept LOW. It would at A s  to floods in Pakistan and/or in 
first appear that if gold is low there will Iowa, etc., it simply is the way it is going PERSONAL MESSAGE TO 
be great drives to buy but this is illu- to be. There will be floods wherever the aka "JOHN COLEMAN ET AL. 
sion-there is abundance of gold and most damage to crops can be presented 
thus the ability to keep the purchase and monetary damage can be established. ToJosephPavlonski(alias'~JohnColeman" 
price lid on for the Elite who do the You will, if you remember, recall our etal.): It ismost surelysuggestedthatyouget 
manipulation. writings said that winds will finally reach in touch with ones at Global Sciences Con- 

Ones who use investments as threats sustained levels of 150 mph as climates gress and clear your debts. Please contact 
or levers will not find the way easy for and weather patterns change. You will Mr. DeanStonier. You havemajoroutstand- 
there are few places who will attend the experience ever-increasing intensity of ing debts to many people and if you do not 
security of the product and the project. violence from volcanos, earthquakes, wish your book to be totally discreditedalong 
Too soon the controls will be thrust upon hurricanes, tidal waves, floods, fires, with self, it would behoove you to mend your 
you and it won't matter either way-at droughts, plus extremes in temperatures. fences-IMMEDIATELY. You could begm to 
that point a piece of a good project is all These are expected to be a t  their worst clear yourself by returning the computers 
that will save your assets. fromabout 1991 through 1997when the and electronic equipment loaned to you by 

Global Government is in final establish- this group at TEE PHOENLr( IJBERATOR. 
MISSILES ment and you are under control-or dead. Debt for the books themselves as first printed 

Remember--Global control BYyear 2000. will be given into the hands of the publisher, 
The Vandenberg "missilew launch of 1995 is expected to be the worst ever for America West-but equipment MUST be 

a few nights past-was NOT a successful earthquakes-this does not even take returned to the owners. 
launch. However, the more important into consideration the San Andreas in 
point to realize is that these types of California for it is not expected to be able [Editor's note: Ifyou skipped over it, go 
launches are going on in almost every to endure intact until 1995. back and see page 6 for some interesting 
state in your Union. On 9/  14/92, for background information on this slippery 
instance, a 70-foot missile presented a OVERVIEW OF MAJOR character Pavlonski/ Coleman. As Com- 
REAL light show in the southern sky and EVIL FACTIONS mander Hatonn ofien reminds us, THE 
was easily seen for 5-700 miles away TRUTH always comes out eventually.] 
from launch site. I care not what you WANT to believe, you 

There was something significant about are not out of a 'cold war" with Cornmu- @coL. JAM'S  "BO" G R ~ '  
the "flight" and this is true of all such nists-youaxvintoadoordie showdownwith 
current launches: the missiles are trian- TWO fhctionsof anti-God. If the Communists 
gular , extremely bright (photons), and think they are going to conquer all the nations 
when theyashut themselvesdown" there and set up a world government under a 
is NOTHING there. In this instance of dictatoroftheirmchoosingtheyaregoing 
Vandenberg, for instance, even though to have big surprises. For their PARENT, the 
the flight was NOT successful-it was sect which originally launched the Commu- 
successful to this point and was, of nist movement as an offshoot to accomplish 
course, missed by the media in every a specific and temporary purpose, has plans 
instance of public release. The missile for an ULTIMATE world order of itsveryown; 

TEHACHAP' CALF. 
AUGUST 16, 1992 

VlDEO TAPE $12.00 

/;his video tape covers the rousin2 
Citizens' Rally held on August 1 6,1992. 
Bo delivers a patriot's "Call To Serve" 
to all who will awaken and become 
informed about the corruption within 

becomes invisible. This does not mean and this sect, commonly called Zionist, now 
that your enemy cannot track it-it vastly overshadows the much cruder Com- 
means that your enemy is in on the munist machine in skill, fmance, organiza- 
game. The invisible objects are NOT tion and influence. These Zionistscome from See T)re, W o r d  ordering information for 
invisible toeitheraliencraftor~closer", everyso-calledwalkoflifeandrace.Thereare 
to the Cosmospheres. more blue-eyed pale-faces than . there , are . . I - _  . ' . ' ,  , 
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3 Zionist Sovereignty. 
Public Law 102-14 

9/ 1 7 / 9 2  # 1 HATONN who came after the scientific contribution a s k e d  you to write  a n d  demand to 
to mankind. know how this "voice voten could  have 

I remind you of mblic Law 102-14 At any circumstance I shall simply come to be. I have rece ived copies of 
which is atrue example of the "anti-christ" identify the sender as J.H. and the origi- m a n y  o f  the return l e t t ers  w h i c h  indi- 
fighting with all its fury. The question is: do nator as B.S. cate: "It is none o f  your businessn!] 
you succumb to the anti-christ or will you Quoting: The real meaning of this law is not 
overcome the anti-christ? Your choice is spelled out within the law itself but it is 
now in these latter days of a world as you Re: PUBLIC LAW 102- 14 very strange that it was introduced, 
knew it WITHOUT any semblance of free- passed and signed by the President in a 
dom and human dignity. I hope and pray the enclosed mate- country whose laws ostensibly originate 

Remember something else, troopers: rial will infuriate you enough to join in in the Common Law which comes from 
the blood of the uninformed is always IN the effort of informing others of the great the Laws, Statutes and Judgments (Mo- 
the hands of the informed. However, once peril that PUBLIC LAW 102-14 promises saic Laws) of the accepted "Holy Bible". 
they've been told, they are no longer to have on all America. + A s  you will discover the Resolution has 
uninformed. Their blood has been ttrms- The contents are self-explanatory absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with 
f emd  back into their own hands! if read in a gleaning manner. "Education Day". 

Our trust and mission is to INFORM. PUBLIC LAW 102-14 is a true ex- [H: A s  w e  go through this material  
What you do with that information is your ample of the anti-christ fighting with all ahead p lease  be reminded that w e  uti- 
choice but my mission is not finished until its fury. The question is: do we succumb lize words such a s  "Jew", "Jewish", 
I have brought the Word-whether or not to the anti-christ or will we overcome the etc., s imply  for ident i f icat ion FOR 
you Wree or like of it. If you prefer to anti-christ?? Truly, our choice to make THE TERM UJEWw WAS NOT COINED 
continue to live in your narrow trap of in these the latter days. IN ANY MANNER UNTIL THE LATE 
deceit and lies, so be it. This 'law" in point Remember, the blood of the unin- 1 7 0 0 s  (18TH CENTURY). THESE ONES 
was designed, written and signed by your formed is always in the hands of the IN POINT CAME FROM T H E  
President and passed without you know- informed. However, once they've been KHAZARIAN TRIBES AND WERE NOT 
ing a thing about it. It was lumped in with told, they are no longer uninformed. Their EVEN JUDEAN OR "HEBREWm-THEY 
subterfuge and foisted off on you on a cute blood has been transferred back into FORMED A NEW LANGUAGE CALLED 
thing called 'Education Day". It has noth- their own hands. "YIDDISH", WROTE THE UHUMAN" 
ing to do with Education Day then or now. Sincerely in Christ, LAWS CALLED TALMUD AND HAVE 
That was March 20, 199 1. The Joint B. S. (Arizona) GONE ABOUT A PLAN 2000 FOR GLO- 
Resolution reads like something out of the P. S.: The enclosed material defi- BAL CONTROL THROUGH WHAT THEY 
'Middle Ages" of special groups who con- nitely deserves more than a one time HAVE SINCE IDENTIFIED AS UZION- 
trol and would designate March 26, (199 1) casual reading. ISM". T O  HAVE MEANING A S  
as 'Education Day, USA". P. P.S.: Perhaps it is time we limit BROUGHT INTO YOUR ATTENTION WE 

politicians to 2 terms: One in office, CANNOT TAKE TIME TO IDENTIFY 
9 / 1 7 / 9 2 6 2  HATONN and ONE IN JAIL. EACH TIME WE USE TERMS WHICH 

(Continuation of # 1) HAVE SINCE, BY LAW AND/OR US- 
A GOVERNMENT TRULY GONE AGE, BECOME EFFECTIVELY THE 

The following information regarding MAD! ACCEPTED TERMINOLOGY. "AC- 
PUBLIC LAW 102- 14 comes to us from one CEPTEDw DOES NOT MAKE IT COR- 
who has shared and originated as in this The following law went into effect in RECT NOR ACCURATE!] 
presentationfromanotherinArizona. Since October 2, 1991: 'The bill enacting this 105 STAT. 44 PUBLIC LAW 102- 14-- 
this is anewspaper/JOURNAL and I would law, H.J. Res. 104, moved swiftly through MAR. 20, 199 1 
wish to give credit for fme work, I am by voice vote." Public Law 102- 14 
limited in that ability because of court This Resolution was titled 'A JOINT 102nd Congress 
action against us  regarding Dr. Russell's RESOLUTION to DESIGNATE MARCH 26, 
wondrous w e d  work now banned from 199 1 AS EDUCATION DAY, U.S.A." It was JOINT RESOLUTION 
your free use of same, as scientific fact. introduced .in the House of Representa- 
The courts have labeled, in this interim tives by Robert H. Michel (R-IL) and co- Mar. 20, 1991 
time prior to trial, Dr. Russell's work as sponsored by Richard Gephardt (D-MO). It To designate March 26, 
metaphysical philosophy with no basis in was then co-sponsored by 224 more Con- 199 1, as "Education Day, USA" 
FACT. This is heinous as that work is gressmen. Congressman Bob Stump (R- [H.J. Res. 1041 
scienMic in total natu-the metaphysi- AZ) was one of the 224 co-sponsors. [H: Whereas Congress recognizes the his- 
cal humanistic use is attributed to ones Indeed this is one of the ones where  I torical tradition of ethical values and 
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principles which are the basis of civi- Now that the Seven Noahide Laws (the oneworlders) have planned for us. 
lized society and upon which our great are the law of the land it should behoove From the judcrica Encyclopedia: 
Nation was founded; each of u s  to know and understand what "NOACHIDE LAWS, The seven laws 
Whereas these ethical values and prin- the Seven Laws actually are p: You WOULD considered by rabbinic tradition as the 
ciples have been the bedrock of society want to know if the Methodists or Pen- minimal moral duties enjoined by the Bible 
from the dawn of civilization, when they tecostals passed a public law of the land, on all men (Sanh. 56-60; Yad, Melakhim, 
were known as the Seven Noahide Laws; would you not?]; what the penalties for 8: 10, 10: 12 [Babylonian Talmud]). Jews 
Whereas without these ethical values disobeying them are and; last but not are obligated to observe the whole Torah, 
and principles the edifice of civilization least, by whom are they to be enforced. while every non-Jew is a "son of the 
stands in serous peril of returning to Yours truly is still waiting for the "govern- covenant of Noah" (see Gen. 9), and he 
chaos; mental" answers to this most important who accepts its obligations is a ger- 
Whereas society is profoundly concerned issue from his written request to both toshav("resident-stranger" or even "semi- 
with the recent weakeningof these prin- Congressmen Michel and Stump. While convert" (See Av. Zar. 64b; Maim, Yad, 
ciples that has resulted in crises that waiting for their answers I tried to find out Melakhim 8: 10.) Maimonides equates the 
beleaguer and threaten the fabric of on my own what this "Public Law 102- 14" righteous man (Ihasid) of the [gentile] na- 
civilized society; is all about. tions" who has a share in the world to come 
Whereas the justified preoccupation If you are curious and inquisitive I'd even without becoming a Jew with the 
with these crises must not let the citi- like to share with you what I found. The gentile who keeps these laws. Such a man 
zens of this Nation lose sight of their following is not easy or light reading. It is entitled to full material support from the 
responsibility to transmit these histori- actually requires a totally different mind- Jewish community (see ET, 6 (19540, col. 
cal ethicalvalues from our distinguished set than that to which we are accustomed; 289 s. v. ger toshav) and to the highest 
past to the generations of the future; e.g., to catch a thief one must think as a earthlyhonors (SeferHasidim[1957], 358). 
Whereas the Lubavich movement has thief; or, put oneself in their stead. The seven Noachide laws as tradition- 
fostered and promoted these ethical The following spells out the Seven ally enumerated are: the prohibitions of 
values and principles throughout the Noahide Laws; the Lubavich movement; idolatrv, blasphemv, bloodshed, sexual 
world; the 'rebbe'; and Rabbi Schneerson. It was sins, theft, and eating from a living 
Whereas Rabbi Manachem Mendel aga thered  in context from the Judaica animal, as well as the iniunction to 
Schneerson, leader of the Lubavich Encychpdia, a Jewish publication. I establish a l e d  system ITosef.. Av. Zar. 
movement is universally respected and could find but a mere mention in a few 8:4; Sanh. 56al. Except for the last, all are 
revered and his eighty-ninth birthday other publications but not enough to prop- negative, and the last itself is usually inter- 
falls on March 26, 199 1 ; erly answer the question. preted as commanding the enforcement 
Whereas in tribute to this great spiri- May your discernment prevail and, of the others (Maim. Yad, Melakhim, 9: 1). 
tual leader, "the rebbe", this, his nine- as you read continuously ask yourself WHY They are derived exegetically from divine 
tieth year will be seen as one of "educa- did our "government" pass this law so demands addressed to Adam (Gen. 2:16) 
tion and giving", the year in which we swiftly and with only a voice vote?? and Noah (see Gen. R. 34; Sank 59b, i.e., 
turn to education and charity to return You will notice in the Whereas' above theprogenitors of all mankind, and are thus 
the world to the moral and ethical val- it states many times ethical values regarded as universal. [H: But it doesn't 
ues contained in the Seven Noahide principles. This is very important because sound too bad yet, does it? Just good 
Laws; and in the sixth "Whereas" it states unequivo- manners and habits? Watch out--it 
Whereas this will be reflected in an cally where they were fostered and pro- means a lot of things you do not yet wen 
international scroll of honor signed by moted. Youll also notice it is NOT from thinkabout. This cddUliterally" mean 
the President of the United States and Common Law or Christian principles no eggs, no milk, etc. Think again and 
other heads of state: Now, therefore, be and Biblical Laws. In essence, youll then read on.] The prohibition of idola- 
it Xesolved by the Senate and House of discover, if you are in complete honesty a provides that, to ensure social stability 
Representatives of the United States of with yourself, that Public Law 102- 14 le- and personal salvation, the non-Jew does 
America in Congress assembled, That gally and POLITICALLY JUDAIZED THE not have to "know God" but must adjure 
March 26, 199 1, the start of the nineti- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH A false gods (that's a good trick if you can 
eth  year of Rabbi Menachem BABYLONIAN TALMUDIC RELIGION do it) (Meg. 13a; Kid. 40a; Maim. Yad, 
Schneerson, leader of the worldwide KNOWN AS JUDAISM AND IN TOTAL Melakhim, 10:2ff). This law refers only to 
Lubavich movement, is designated as VIOLATION OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT actual idolatrous acts, and not to theoreti- 
"Education Day, U.S.A.". The Presi- TO OUR CONSTITUTION WHICH STATES: cal principles and, unlike Jews, Noachides 
dent is requested to issue a proclama- "Congress shall make no law respecting an are not required to suffer martyrdom rather 
tion calling upon the people of the United establishment of religion, or prohibiting the than break this law (Sanh. 74a; TJ, Shev. 
States to observe such day with appro- free exercise thereof;. ...." This is what the 4:2). [H: I can only suggest that you 
priate ceremonies and activities. media, and all anti-Christian proponents "good" Christians who refuse to read 
Approved March 20, 199 1. want us to believe is "Separation of this go to the library and READ THE 

Church and State." TALMUD!--EXCEPT TWAT THEY WON'T 
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY-H.J. RES. You'll also notice in the ninth LET YOU WAVE A COPY.] "They are, 

104: "Whereas" it is to go international with however, required to choose martyrdom 
other heads of state signing. I s  this just rather than shed human (Jewish [for 

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOL 137 coincidental with the Messianic Age (One "other"] is classified as something e l s e  
(1991): World Government under Zionism) that not 'human)) blood" (Pes. 25b and Rashi). 

Mar. 5, considered and passed House. Jewry is zealously waiting, or was it delib- [H: I also note that the "leaders" don't 
Mar .  7, considered and passed Senate. erately planned that way? Consider the shed anything including property j u s t  
[BOTH PASSED BY MEANS OF VOICE removal ofTheTen Commandments" from the lowly Uhumann Jewish sucker. I t  is 
VOTE] our so-called public schools. If all this more of that, "You sacrifice and we'll 

doesn't total up for cause of concern for all leadn.] 
of us then we definitely deserve what they In view of the strict m o n o t ~ s r n  of lslrrm, 
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Muslims were considered as Noachides (cf. mud records a position which would add in Deuteronomy (18- 10) which begins, 
ET. loc. cit., col. 291, n. 17), whereas the prohibitions against cross-breeding ofani- "There shall not be found among you ..." 
stahts of Christians was a matter of debate. mals of different species, and grafting trees (Sanh. 56b). The attempt by Finkelstein 
Since the later Middle Ages, however, Chris- of different kinds (Sanh. 56b). Nonrabbinic (op. cit.) to date the formulation of the 
tianity too has come to be regarded as sources of the tannaitic period indicate seven Noachide commandmentsduringthe 
Noachides, on the ground that shittuf even greater divergence. The Book of Jubi- Hasmonean era would also suggest a rab- 
("associationism"-this was the Jewish in- lees (7:20ff.) records a substantially differ- binic concern with the actual legal status 
terpretation of Trinitarianism) is not forbid- ent list of six commandments given by of the non-Jew in a sovereign Jewish state. 
den to non-Jews (see Y D 15 1). Under the Noah to his sons: ( 1) to observe righteous- It might even be the case that the substitu- 
prohibitions of blasphemy, murder, and ness; (2) to cover the shame of their flesh; tion by the tannuof the school of Manasseh 
theft Noachides are subject to greater (3) to bless their creator; (4) to honor par- of emasculation and forbidden mixtures of 
legalrestridions than Jewsbecausenon- ents; (5) to love their neighbor; and (6) To plants for the establishment of a judicial 
Jewish society is held to be more prone guard against fornication, uncleanness, system and blasphemy (Sanh. 56b) itself 
to these sins (Rashi to Sanh. 57a). The and all iniquity (see I. Finkelstein, bibl.). reflects a concern with the regulation of the 
prohibition of theft covers many types of Acts (15:20) refers to four commandments life of the resident alien already under the 
acts, e.g., military conquests (ibid., 59a) addressed to non-Jews, "... that they ab- jurisdiction of Jewish courts. Of course, 
and dishonesty in economic life (ibid., 57a; stain from pollutions of idols, from fornica- the seven commandments themselves are 
Yad, Melakhim, 9:9). A number of other tion, from things strangled, and from subject to either interpretation: e.g., the 
Noachide prescriptions are listed in the blood." This latter list is the only one that establishment of courts ofjustice can mean 
sources (see Sanh. 57b; wid. Ps. 2 1; Yad, bears any systematic relationship to the either an independent non-Jewish judi- 
Melakhim, 10:6), e.g., prohibitions of sor- set of religious laws which the Pentateuch ciary and legal system or can simply bring 
cery, castration, mixed seeds, blemished makes obligatory upon resident aliens (the the non-Jew under the rubric of Jewish 
sacrifices, injunctions to practice charity, ger ha-gar AND ezrah). civil law and its judicial system. 
procreate, and to honor the Torah (Hul. "NATURE AND PURPOSE. There "THE BASIS OF AUTHORITY. A 
92a). These are best understood as sub- are indications that even during the Tal- question related to the above is that of the 
headings of "the seven lawsw. Noachides mudic period itself there was divergence of basis of authority of these laws over the 
may also freely choose to practice certain opinion as to whether the Noachide Laws non-Jews. Talmudic texts seem constantly 
other Jewish commandments (Y ad,  constituted a formulation of natural law or to alternate between two terms, reflecting 
Melakhim, 10:9- 10). Jews are obligated to were intended solely to govern the behavior contradictory assumptions as to the basis 
try to establishthe Noachide Code wherever of the non-Jewish residents living under ofauthority, namely seven precepts'khich 
they can (ibid., 8: 10). Maimonides held Jewish jurisdiction. The natural law posi- were commanded" (she-niztavvu) to the 
that Noachides must not only accept "the tion is expressed most clearly by the asser- Noachides, and seven precepts "which the 
seven laws" on their own merit, but they tion, as to five of the seven laws, that they Noachidesaccepteduponthemselves" ( she- 
must accept them as divinely revealed. would have been made mandatory even kibbelu aleihem; BK 38a; TJ, AV. Zar. 2: 1; 
This follows from the thesis that all ethics had they not been revealed (Yoma 67b; Hul. 92ab; Hor. 8b; Sahn. 56b). This 
are not ultimately "natural", but require a Sifra Aharei Mot, 13: 10). Similarly, the disparity between authority based on rev- 
theological framework, (see Schwarzschild, rabbinic insistence that six of the seven elation as opposed to consent reaches a 
in: JQR, 52 (1962), 302; Fauer, in: Tarbiz, Noachide Laws were actually revealed to climax when Maimonides asserts that the 
38 (1968), 43-53). The Noachide covenant Adam partakes of a clearly universalistic only proper basis for acceptance of the 
plays an important part in both Jewish thrust (Gen. R. 16:6, 24:5). The seventh Noachide laws by a non-Jew is divine au- 
history and historiography. Modern Jew- law, against the eating of flesh torn from a thority based on revelation as opposed to 
ish thinkers like Moses Mendelssohn and living animal, could have been revealed at consent reachesaclimaxwhen Maimonides 
Herman Cohen emphasized the Noachide the earliest to Noah, since prior to the flood asserts that the only proper basis for ac- 
conception as the common rational, ethi- the eating of flesh was prohibited alto- ceptance of the Noachide laws by a non- 
cal ground of Israel and mankind (see H. gether. The very fact that these laws were Jew is divine authority and revelation to 
Cohen, Religion der Verrnunj? (1929), 135- denominated as the "seven laws of the Moses, and that "... if he observe them due 
48, 38 1-8), and see Noah as the symbol of sons of Noah" constitutes further indica- to intellectual conviction (i.e., consent) such 
the unity and perpetuity of mankind (ibid., tion of this trend since the term "sons of a one is not a resident alien, nor of the 
293). Views differ as to whether the ulti- Noahw is, in rabbinic usage, a technical righteous of the nations of the world, nor of 
mate stage of humanity will comprise both term including all human beings except their wise men" (Yad, Melakhim 8: 1 1; the 
Judaism and Noachidism, or whether those whom Jewish law defines as being possibility that the final "ue-lo" ("nor") is 
Noachidism is only the penultimate level Jews. Nor was there a lack of technical a scribal error for "ella" ("but rather") 
before the universalization of all of the terminology available specifically to de- while very appealing, is not borne out by 
Torah (seeTJ, Av. Zar. 2:l). AimePalliCre, scribe the resident alien. On the other any manuscript evidence). Ofcourse, this 
at the suggestion of his teacher Rabbi E. hand, the entire context of the Talmudic same conflict between revelation and con- 
Benarnozegh, adopted the Noachide Laws discussion of the Noachide Laws is that of sent as basis of authority appears with 
and never formally converted to Judaism. actual enforcement by rabbinic courts. To regard to the binding authority of Torah 

"In Jewish Law. While in the that end, not only is the punishment for over the Jew, in the form of *we will do and 
amoraic period the above-mentioned list of each crime enumerated, but standards of obey" (Ex. 24:7) as opposed to 'He (God) 
seven precepts is clearly accepted as the procedure and evidence are discussed as suspended the mountain upon them like a 
framework of the Noachide Laws, a variety well (Sanh. 56a-59a). This presumption of cask, and said to them, 'If ye accept the 
of tannaitic sources indicate lack of com- the jurisdiction of Jewish courts is most Torah, 'tis well; if not, there shall be your 
plete agreement as to the number of such comprehensible if the laws themselves are burial" (Shab. 88a). [H: Now, to you 
laws, as well as to the four possible addi- intended to apply to non-Jews resident in Christians who bash them scribem of 
tional prohibitions against (1) drinking the areas of Jewish sovereignty. Of a similar mine against the head--go back an8 
blood of a living animal; (2) emasculation; nature is the position of Yose that the read that sentence. You claim the wor 
(3) sorcery; and (4) all magical practices parameters of the proscription against of the Holy Bible and yet clearly this la! 
listed in Deuteronomy 18: 10- 1 1. The Tal- magical practices by Noachides is the verse states, in fact, that you m u a w e v e  the- 
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TORAH. There is no valid term "Judeo/ tions and now we will look at definitions: serve System, and have absolute power 
Christian" in FACT. The two terms are Amoraic period: named in honor of over our entire economic system, it is nearly 
mutually exclusive and at  opposite ends one of a group of Jewish scholars named impossible to say they are not sovereign 
of definition. This is something con- Amora, who was active in the rabbinical here in America. They have exercised their 
jured in these latter days t o  confuse you academies of Palestine and Babylonia from sovereignty over the United States Govern- 
from your belief systems in either case the 3rd to the 6th centuries A.D., whose ment on a near continuous basis since 
and suck you into political Zionism- commentaries on and interpretations of July 9,1868 the year the 14th Amendment 
Socialism under a one world order- the Mishnah comprise the Palestine and was Ratified. We are now in their 'yoke of 
under the TALMUDIC COMMUNISTIC Babylonian Gemaras. bondage" thanks to apathy on the part of 
ONE WORLD RULE->THEIRS AND NOT Mishnah: the section of the Talmud most Americans. We can also thank many 
YOURS" .] consisting of the collection of oral laws spineless, cowardly and/or greedy politi- 

"NOACHIDE LAWS AND PRE- edited A.D. c200 by rabbi Judah ha-Nasi. cians for Ratifying said Amendment; for 
SINAITIC LAWS. The amoraim, having Gemaras: argumentative teachings establishing the Federal Reserve System; 
received a clear tradition of seven Noachide about these laws. in fact for establishing all 10 planks of the 
Laws, had difficulty in explaining why other Tannaitic period: named after one Communist Manifesto which are now in 
pre-Sinaitic laws were not included, such of a group of Jewish scholars named Tanna, operation throughout America to one de- 
as procreation, circumcision, and the law who was active in Palestine during the 1st gree or another. Yes, Communism is alive 
of the sinew. They propounded two some- and 2nd centuries A.D. w: Here is prime and well here in America, except it is under 
what strained principles to explain the example of misuse of the term "Jew" for acarnouflaged label spelled D-E-M-O-C-R- 
anomalies. The absence of circumcision this cannot be 'accurate' for "Jew" was A-C-Y. We can also thank our "well 
and the sinew is explained through the not identifieduntil thelate 1700s.I whose intentioned" clergy for allowing themselves 
assertion that any pre-Sinaitic law which teachings relating to Jewish law and tradi- to beinfiltrated by the deceptorsofdeceptors 
was not repeated at Sinai was thenceforth tion are founded chiefly in the Mishnah. and who now march in unison to the drum 
applicable solely to Israelites (Sahn. 59a), Noachide: any non-Jew. [H: These beat of their "Judeo-Christian" ideology. 
whence procreation, would nevertheless are also called Goy or Goyim.] Judaism's claim that it is founded 
not be listed (cf. Tos. to Yev. 62A S.V. benei; Anti-Semitic: is a senseless word on Mosaic law, the Old Testament, is a 
Tos. to Hag. 2b S.V. lo). used to denounce opposition to Pharisaism, prime example of "whited sepulchre" (see 

"LIABILITY FOR VIOLATION OF the Jews not being "Semites" but of all Matt. 23:25-27). On the outside Judaism 
THE LAWS. While committed to the prin- races, now as always. The cure of anti- is 'shiny white" in appearance of Old 
ciple that There is nothing permitted to an Semitism is extermination, as in the Iron Testament Law, but on the inside it is full 
Israelite yet forbidden to a heathen" (Sanh. Curtain countries, and insane asylums. of venomous Oral Talmudic law from the 
59a), the seven Noachide Laws were not as The "CURE" is a promotion of Rabbi Leon "pits of Babylon". This is their Torah, not 
extensive as the parallel prohibitions ap- Spitz in his article titled "GLAMOUR PURIM the first five Books of the Old Testament, 
plicable to Jews, and there are indeed FORMULA-Exterminate Anti-Semitic called the Pentateuch. It would behoove 
situations in which a non-Jew would be Termites As Our Ancestors Dtd 2,500 Christians (or anyone) to learn this fact 
liable for committing an act forwhich a Jew Years Ago." This work was published in and NEVER FORGET IT. 
would not be liable. [H: The thing herein "American Hebrew" March 1, 1946. END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- 
to note is that there WILL COME NEXT In the section above, subtitled Na- MENT 
the separation of the so-called "Jewn ture and Purpose, youll notice the terms Lest this get too lengthy, Dharma, allow 
from that of the Zionist. The intent Jewish jurisdiction, Jewish sovereignty, a us  to close this portion. Thank you. We 
herein is to FIRST PULL DOWN THE sovereign Jewish state, jurisdiction of Jew- will continue on when we next sit together. 
RECOGNIZED &JEW" AS AN ACCEPTED ish courts, etc., being used. This terminol- Salu, to clear please. 
RACE, CREED AND RELIGIOUS DOC- ogy demands more than just casual non- 
TRINE.] A s  to the latter point, as ageneral chalant reading. A s  was stated earlier in 91 18192 #l HATONN 
rule, the Noachide is criminally liable for these pages "a different 'mind-set" is re- 
violation of any of his seven laws even quired. To put these terms in a proper Dharma, allow usto finishthewritingof 
though technical definitional limitations contextual perspective, the reader must yesterday regarding PUBLIC LAW 102-14. 
would prevent liability by a Jew performing first comprehend the universalistic men- We need to finish that subject because you 
the same act. Thus a non-Jew is liable for tality of World Jewry. We must also re- need the input prior to moving into the 
blasphemy-even if only with one of the member they believe the Seven Noachide subject of the "Ultimate World Order". 
divine attributes; murder--even of afoetus Laws are only for non-Jews and not for You readers (citizens) must understand 
(see Embryo); robbery-even of less than Jews, and we must remember they be- that with this Public Law enacted you are 
apemtah;and the eatingof flesh torn from lime only they have been ordained to under law of the Zionist seven Noachide 
a living animal-even of a quantity less govern and enfbrce said laws, and we laws as laid forth yesterday. We will con- 
than the size of an olive. (H: This would must remember they believe said laws are tinue now by labeling the section: 
seem to disallow "eating" of my flesh universal. (H: NOW they are the law of 
torn apart from a living animal, i.e., your land, AMERICA!] Keeping this all in PHARISEES 
testes in the case of castration at brand- mind we must also remember thag believe 
ing, etc. It doer not however, negate the they are sovereign citizens anywhere they AGAIN QUOTING: (RE: PUBLIC LAW 
s a d c e  of animals, eta--only the EAT- reside throughout the warld. Their Tal- 102- 14.) 
ING of such flesh "torn from"...]. In all mud 'gives" them this privilege. They do The missing link in Christian under- 
these cases a Jew would not be liable take a lot for granted and it is seldom, if standing is best expressed, on the subject 
(Sanh. 56a-59b; Yad, Melakhim, ch. 9 , l O ) .  ever, challenged. p: And again-=abso- of 'Pharisees", by the Universal Jewish 
One additional element of greater severity lutely no one was wen given the chance Encvclo~aedia. (1943): w: These re- 
is that violation of anv one of the seven laws to challenge it.] sources are utilized .o that there CAM 
subiects the Noachide to ca~i ta l  ~un i sh -  When one considers (to bring it closer BE 1PO DEBATE as to subject material. If 
ment'bv deca~itation. fSanh. 57al." to home) the fact that they have OWNED- information is pulled from "their" own 

The preceding represented quota- lock, stock and barrel-the Federal Re- words then it i. h u d  to meam anti- 
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Semite and/or upon lies*. G o  to 
the source and uncover the writers and 
then the later speakers cannot deny the 
truth of the facts presented.] 

"The Jewish religion as it is 
today traces its descent, without a 
break, through all centuries, from 
the Pharisees. Their leading ideas 
and methods found expression in a 
literature of enormous extent, of 
which a very great deal is still in 
existence. The TALMUD is the larg- 
est and most important single piece 
of that literature ... and the study of it 
is essential for any real understand- 
ing of Pharisaism." 

Rabbi Louis Finklestein was chosen 
in 1937 by the Kehillas (Jewish communi- 
ties) of the world as one of the top 120 Jews 
who best represent a "lamp of Judaism" to 
the world. He has long headed the Jewish 
Theological Seminary of America with 
branches in New York and Los Angeles. In 
T h e  Pharisees", his two-volume work, 
Rabbi Finklestein writes: 

'Pharisaism became Talmud- 
ism ... But the spirit of the ancient 
Pharisee survives unaltered. When 
the Jew ... studies the Talmud, he is 
actually repeating the arguments 
used in the Palestinian academies. 
From Palestine to Babylonia; from 
Babylonia to North Africa, Italy, 
Spain, France and Germany; from 
these to Poland, Russia and Eastern 
Europe generally, ancient Pharisaism 
has wandered." 
In Rabbi Finklestein's history of the 

Jews, he states: 
'The TALMUD derives its author- 

ity from the position held by the 
ancient academies." (Pharisee) The 
teachers of those academies, both of 
Babylonia and of Palestine, were 
considered the rightful successors 
of the older Sanhedrin ... At the 
present time, the Jewish people have 
no living central authority compa- 
rable in status to the ancient 
Sahnedrins or the later academies. 
Therefore, arq( decision r e w i n g  
the&wishrrcligionmustbebased 
on fhe T m  as theJtno2 re- 
sume of thc tecrchhg of those au- 
thorities when they existed." (The 
JEWS--Their History, Culture, and 
Religion", vol. 4, p. 1332, Jewish 
Publication Society of America, 
1949.) 
THETALMUD: HEART'S BLOOD of the 

JEWISH FAITH", was the heading of the 
1 l /  17/59 installment of a best-seller book 
by Herman Wouk which ran serially in the 
New York HemZd-Tribune. To quote: 

"The TALMUD is to this day the 
circulating heart's blood of the Jew- 
ish religion. Whatever laws, cus- 
toms, or ceremonies we observe-- 
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whether we are Orthodox, Con- tional law, or as a guarantee of fundamen- 
servative, Reform or merely spas- tal human rights for all." 
modic sentimentalists-we follow Once again we've got to know the 
the TALMUD. It is our common meaning of their (Talmudic) terminology. 
law." [H: This is out of their own Believe me, it is far different than any - 
mouths, little ones, so how can we other you will ever encounter. 
be somehow putting them down From the JUDAICA EKYCLOPEDU 
by our writings as is continually verbatim: 
assaulted upon us? They cannot "Habad (initial letters of Hokhmah, 
have things all ways according to "Wisdom"; Binah, "Understanding"; 
whims and wind shifts. This is all Da'at, "Knowledge") is the movement within 
for your total confusion so that Hasidism founded by Rabbi Shneur Zalman 
you wil l  not notice that THEY of Lyady (1745- 18 12); as the name implies, 
ALSO STOLE AN ENTIRE HERI- Habad places a greater emphasis on the 
TAGE FROM THE BROTHERS OF use of the intellect in the study of the 
THE TORAH.] Torah, and especially in contemplation on 

While we mentally maintain the con- 'the secrets of the Torah" (the Kabbalah), 
tents of all these pages thus far, perhaps it than is the norm in Hasidism. The founder's 
is time we ask ourselves once again WHY son and successor, Rabbi Dov Baer (1773- 
PUBLIC LAW 102- 1433 My opinion, based 1827), settled in the Russian town of 
on research, is it will legally put all Lubavich, hence the name by which the 
'Noachides" underTalmudic bondage and group is now known. The third leader wa!~ 
it will be at their discretion when they Rabbi Menahem Mendel (1789- 1866), son- 
decide it is to their advantage to enforce in-law of Dov Baer and the son of tht 
said law. Their main objective for now is to daughter of Shneur Zalman. He is known, 
get the law on the books. Once it is on the after the title of his major work, as the 
books it can be enforced at any time. [H: So Zemah Zedek. (Shneur Zalman is called 
you think that ones like Falwell and the "Old RebbeS-Alter Rebbe-and his 
Robertson will 'wake up' and put a stop son the "Middle Rebbem-Mittler Rebbe. 
to this horrendous game? Think again! The fourth leader, Menahern Mendel's son, 
Both have PROCLAIMED PUBLICLY AND Rabbi Samuel (the Maharash, 1834- 1882), 
LOUDLY THATTHEY ARE ZIONISTSAND was succeeded by his son, Rabbi Shalom 
PROUD OF IT! GOOD LUCK!] Dov Baer (1860-1920). His son, Rabbi 

From the New Encyclopedia Joseph Isaac Schneersohn (1880- 1950), 
BritQnnica, Vol. 8, 15th Edition verbatim: emigrated to the U.S. in 1940, establishing 

'NOAHIDE LAWS, also called his 'court" in Brooklyn. The ~resent  
Noachian Laws, a Jewish Talmudic desin- Lubavicher Rebbe, Rabbi Menahem Mendel 
nation for seven biblical laws given to Adam Schneersohn( 1 9 0 2 - ) ,  is a son-in-law 
and to Noah before the revelation to Moses of Joseph Isaac and the great-great-grand- 
on Mt. Sinai and consequently binding on son of the Zemah Zedek. These biographi- 
all mankind. cal details are far from irrelevant since, in 

"Beginning with Genesis 2: 16, the the Lubavich doctrine, great significance is 
Babylonian Talmud listed the first six com- attached to the personality and 'soul- 
mandments as prohibitions against idola- root" ofeach Rebbe, past aswell as present. 
try, blasphemy, murder, adultery, and rob- Although the Lubavicher Rebbe is perhaps 
bery and the positive command to estab- less hailed as a miracle worker than the 
lish courts of justice (with all that this leaders of other dynasties, he eniovs au- 
implies). After the flood a seventh com- thoriWof a more absolute kind than thev; 
mandment, given to Noah, forbade the his a v e d  command is accepted with 
eating 'of flesh cut from a living animal anaaer;tioninrtobedience by his devoted 
(Gen. 9:4). Though the number of laws was followers. 
later increased to 30 with the addition of The  early Habid thinkers developed 
prohibitions against castration, sorcery, the idea, founded in kabbalistic sources, 
and other practices, the 'seven lawsn, with that deep in the recesses of every Jewish 
minor variations, retained their original soul there is a divine spark, conceived of 
status as authoritative commandments and literally as part of divinity. When this is 
as the source of other laws. A s  basic bestirred, like yearns to be united with like. 
statutes safeguarding monotheism and This theoretical concept acquired great 
guaranteeing proper ethical conduct in social significance in Lubavich, which has 
society, these laws provide a legal frame- become a missionary movement to the 
work for alien residents in Jewish territory. Jews (and, to some extent, is more inter- 
Maimonides thus regarded anyone who ested than Orthodoxy in general in attract- 
observed these laws as one "assured of a ing even gentile converts, in the belief thA 
portion of the world to comew. Throughout the gentile, too. acauires his 'divine soul: 
the ages scholars have viewed the Noahide on his acceDtance of Judaism. No J e w  ns 
Laws as a link between Judaism and held to be beyond redemption, no matter 
Christianity, as universal norms of ethical how far he has strayed from the Torah. 
conduct, as a basic concept in interna- Lubavich has attained astonishing suc- - -  T k l  t 7  1 - \  t ) q + i t  8 t E 1 b - . ; i * 8 , r b  ' #  . .  
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cesses in this field, winning over many traditional suspicion of secular learning by is-a-Jew controver~y in Israel politics. 
hitherto uncommitted Jews to a full par- the early Habad teachers, the Rebbe would Basically this most understanding and 
ticipation in a life ofTorah and mitzvot. The prefer that Jews did not attend university, svrn~athetic of religious sects is the most 
suggestion that Lubavich is a kind of Jew- and always advised his hasidim against a intolerant in theorv. since its ~ h i l o s o ~ h y  
ish Salvation Army is unfounded, but the university education. [The Editor doubts if refuses to recomize that there can be any 
movement is marked by an 'evangelical" this is so now as most universities have truth in viewpoints other than its own; it 
fewor wedded to an emotionalism that is been Judaised, or at least Hasidized. They maintains that deep down every Jew really 
somewhat surprising in view of the Judaised the U.S. with Public Law 102-14. knows that the hasidic way of life is com- 
founder's strong intellectual approach. They also hold many high positions in the pletely true and the only way to cope with 

'It is difficult to obtain precise figures, universities-alluniversities. Do not think the human situation. [Ed: human situa- 
but it is certain that Lubavich is numeri- it less so because a university may pretend tion is based on what hasidism says the 
cally the strongest of all the hasidic groups, to be, say, Catholic, Protestant, etc.] situation is.] 
with tens of thousands of active members, 'Lubavich is greatly concerned that all "True to the Habad idea, the leaders of 
in addition to the numerous sympathizers Jews carry out the practical command- the movement stress education of old and 
who are unprepared to commit themselves ments of Judaism. Wherever Jews meet in young as the sure remedy for religious 
fully. The main concentration of the large numbers, Lubavich Hasidim are usu- backsliding. When the truth is known, the 
Lubavicher Hasidim is in New York. They ally to be found urging people to put on Jew is bound to respond to it. All heresy 
are also active in other parts of the U.S. and tefillin, which they have ready for the pur- and all laxity in the observances of Juda- 
in communities all over the world. In Israel pose, or to perform the mitzvah of taking ism are solely the fruit of ignorance. The 
they are concentrated in Jerusalem, Tel the lulav and etrog on Sukkot, or, occa- Rebbe writes: 'In recent generations, more 
Aviv and in the hasidic village of Kefar sionally, to sit in a mobile sukkah which than ever before, the main emphasis has 
Habad, in the Lod Valley. There is a makes its way through Jewish districts been on the need to bring the knowledge 
European bureau of Lubavich in Paris; a heralded by a loudspeaker. Packages of and practice of the Torah and Mitzvos to 
Lubavich Foundation of Great Britain in massah shennurah aredispatched to thou- the widest possible segment of our people, 
London; and there are similar organiza- sands of homes before Passover, together in the greatest number of locations, with- 
tions in Montreal, in Italy and Australia. with the Rebbe's seasonal greetings. out waiting for them to see it-in the hope 

"At the Lubavich headquarters at 770 "In their missionary thrust,  the that they will sooner or later realize the 
Eastern Parkway in Brooklyn, regular gath- Lubavicher Hasidim have adopted the slo- need for it themselves. The most effective 
erings (the farbrengen) are held, attended gan Ooferatsto (-, 'and thou shalt way toaccomplish this is, ofcourse, through 
by up to 2,000 Hasidim and others, at spread abroad," based on the promise to organized Torah-true education of the 
which the Rebbe speaks in Yiddish for Jacob: 'And thy seed shall be as the dust young, the young in years and the 'young' 
hours on end; his message is frequently of the earth, and thou shalt spread abroad in knowledge. 
relayed by telephone to followers unable to to the west, and to the east, and to the 'Like the other hasidicgroups, Lubavich 
be present in person. These talks are later north, and to the south. And in thee and believes strongly in the spiritual value of 
circulated in pamphlet form, translated thy seed shall the families of the earth be song and of dance. The Alter Rebbe set the 
into Hebrew, English and other languages. blessed" (Gen. 28: 14). Lubavich, aware of pattern in his maxim: The tongue is the 
The farbrennen usually takes place on the the similarities between its approach and pen of the heart, but melody is the pen of 
anniversary of the great event in the his- Christian missionary activity, is highly sen- the soul.' When the Hasid sings he raises 
tory of the movement, such as the 19th of sitive to the charge of imitation and roundly himself above the material universe to 
Kislev. denies that the term 'Jewish missionaries' achieve devekut, cleaving to God. The 

'The Rebbe also receives his followers is appropriate to the movement. Taking majority of Lubavich ninnunim, 'melodies", 
and others interested in the Lubavich ideas issue with 'a certain unfortunate but un- are without words. An exception is the 
in private audiences (Yiddish yechides, derstandable tendency to equate the popular Russian song Nve Zvuritze 
Hebrew yehidu t, 'being alonen). These are Lubavich movement with the familiar and Chlo~tzi, Lubavich holding that there is no 
held late at night and give the Rebbe an classical missionaries (lehavdil) who ex- harm in adopting songs of this nature 
opportunity to convey his ideas and advice hort sinners to become penitents,'Lubavich since there are 'holy sparks" in all melo- 
in an intensely personal way, as well as affirms that the correct translation of the dies waiting to be rescued for the sacred. 
giving his individual blessing to the Hasid Hebrew word teshuvah is not "repentance" Before the shofar is blown at the end of the 
and his family. but 'return" to God and to His Torah. 'A Yom Kippur services the Lubavicher Ha- 

'A spate [an unusually large outpour- Jew is inherently good and wishes to do sidim sing a melody, Napoleon's March, 
ing] of education material pours from the good; it is only because of various reasons said to be an adaptation of martial music 
presses of the Lubavich printing house, for which he is either not responsible or played by French troops when they in- 
Kehot: reprintsof the Habad classics; trans- only partially responsible that he commit- vaded Russia. Dancing is said to be signifi- 
lations of these; messages from the rebbe; ted an evil act. But inherently he is good." cant because it is the highest manifesta- 
memoirs; and rather popular hasidic tracts. This is why Lubavich sees every Jew, no tion of inner happiness. The feet moving in 
Lubavich schools flourish in many parts of matter how estranged from Judaism [no- the dance are likened in Habad thought to 
the world. The self-sacrificing spirit of the tice it doesn't say estranged from God, Ed.], the non-intellectual qualities of the Jewish 
Lubavich educators (in Russia, for example, as potentially observant, even potentially a soul, and dancing to the glory of God is 
they willingly risked their lives in order to Lubavich Hasid, who has to be given every thus an expression of the simple, basic 
hand down the tradition tcj the next genera- encouragement to allow the divine within faith of the Jew who, if need be, is ready to 
tion) has won the admiral $on even of those him to awaken itself. It is true that, of all suffer martyrdom with atotally unreflective 
Jews hostile to hasidism Lubavich 'mis- hasidic groups, Lubavich is the most toler- love that reason cannot hinder. However, 
sions" have been established in universi- ant, but it is f a r  removed from anv attitude unlike many other Hasidim, the Lubavich 
ties. The Rebbe was educated a t  the Sor- of easv-goinn tolerance towards unortho- Hasidim generally engage in the dance 
bt3nne, and has often stated that this has dox views or conduct. Within the U.S. only on the great occasions in the Jewish 
made hlm aware of the special problems in Jewish community it occupies an uncom- year. A s  a holy exercise the religious dance 
maa ers of' faith the university student has promising stance on the extreme right wing, must not be made dull through familiarity. 
ro fa<*.- Because of-this; artd becauseofthe .and has expressed axigidline on the yho?- -,- - :Segregation of t h e , ~ e s  @,syn.qqgae, . - - L - - - - . .  
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school and in hasidic life in general is sianic overtones can be discerned in the already exist? They still exist today con- 
strictly upheld, though women certainly Rebk's message immediatelxafter the Yom trary to modern church teaching that they 
have their role in the movement (the dau&- Kippur War, and he has stated that those have been nailed to the cross and replaced 
ter of the Alter Rebbe, for example, is a kcupied territories lying within the tradi- by Grace. It was clearly God's Law and the 
great heroine in Habad lore), ,and me edu- tional boundaries of Erez Israel must not Holy Bible that established America as the 
cation of girls is given special attention. be. surrendered: [One needs to understand greatest nation on earth, not Talmudic 
The movement has stated its opposition to their meaning of Erez Israel, then youll codes and traditions. 
formal legal adoption on the grounds that understand why Jim Baker's peace plan, It should be noted that Schneerson 
parents kiss their children, and if the Hasid now trying to be worked out, will go astray. had been 'honored" before by our govern- 
and his wife adopt children they may be Ed.] * ment. Carter proclaimed his 78th birthday 
guilty of the sin of kissing members of the "The attitudes to modern sciences are 'Education Day, USA", and Reagan pro- 
opposite sex to whom they are not related similarly ambiguous. The Rebbe, not infre- claimed his 80th birthday a "National Day 
by blood. quently, makes use of scientific findings in of reflection". Quite an honor to be be- 

"The life-style of a Lubavicher Hasid his expositions; the splitting of the atom, stowed on an anti-christ by so-called Chris- 
differs in some respects from the patterns for instance, is made to illustrate the Habad tians. 
observed in other branches of Hasidism. In doctrine of bittul ha-vesh, 'self-annihila- This information was compiled by Bill 
matter of dress the Lubavicher Hasidism tion", the spiritual power which results S. for Central Research Library. We thank 
(and the Rebbe himself) neither wear the from thc mvstical experience when all you for sharing. 
streimel and white socks, nor do they thought of self has been abandoned. On END OF QUOTING 
cultivate "corkscrew" pe'ot. Their hasidic the other hand, the Rebbe is uncompro- I would like to note that there is another 
melodies have a strong 'Russian" associa- mising in his opposition to any untra- page but it is one that we have quoted prior 
tion, and the Lubavicher type of beard, ditional views based on scientific theories. to this as Benjamin Franklin spoke ir 
long and bushy, resembles the old-fash- He has stated that the Jew is obliged to agreement with General George Washing- 
ioned Russian beard. Torah study is the believe that the world was created out of ton regarding the dangers and from whon 
supreme imperative, next to prayer. In nothing 5,736 vears a o ,  God planting the those dangers spring. We have presentea 
addition to the Talmud the Codes, Habad fossils from the beginning because the the quoted speech only to be attacked with 
thought is studied in depth. The work world, to be a world, must give the impres- every "name-calling" available from you 
Tanya, by the founder of the movement, is sion of steady growth. It remains true, readers. My scribe has had enough for this 
virtually known by heart, most of the however, the Lubavich numbers among its day so we shall save it for a "stronger" 
Lubavicher Hasidim carrying the book followers some very distinguished scien- time. Perhaps we shall try again at the end 
around with them wherever they go and tists." End Judaica quote. of our outlay of the work, The Ultimate 
keeping it in their tallit bag. Opponents of I chose to quote verbatim Public Law World Order. It comes as pictured in The 
the movement have decried the excessive 102- 14, the Seven Noahide [Noachide] Laws Jewish Utopia. I apologize, readers, but I 
veneration of their founder by the and, the Lubavich Movement so no one must print what is written. This is what is 
Lubavicher as bordering on the idolatrous. could accuse me of taking anything out of written by those ones calling themselves 

There are experts in hasidic doctrine- context. "Jews" so I understand not why you throw 
the mashpi'im--one of whose tasks it is to The Lubavich movement is essen- stones at us for presenting their own infor- 
expound in detail the higher mysteries of tially the educational arm of hasidism, mation unto your attention. It is time you 
Kabbalah in their Habad interpretations hence "EDUCATION DAY, U.S.A." wake up, sleepyheads, or your stay upon 
[emphasis added, Ed]. Now is a good time The question Christians need to be Earth Shan is limited indeed! 
to reread the Joint Resolution on the first asking is: Why are we, as a nation, adopt- Salu, 
couple of pages of this information.] From ing Talmudic Noahide laws when the Ten Hatonn to clear for this segment, thank 
the days of its founding fathers Habad has Commandments, Statues and Judgements you. 
held to the view that the older ban on 
public teaching of the Kabbalah has been 
rescinded and that, on the contrary, in this 
period in history, when the footsteps of the 

"John Coleman" Skips Town 
Messiah will soon be heard, only a con- 
stant familiarity with 'the words of the 91 18/92 # 1 HATONN is Joseph Pavlonski, trained in Israel and 
living God' can succeed in awakening the in the ways of conning other men, who are 
powers of the divine soul. TODAY'S LOCAL BAD NEWS honest and sleepy, out of their property for 

"A much discussed question is the CONFIRMATION his own use. He is no different than, say, 
movement's attitude towards the state of Stephen Solarz who wrote 743 overdrafts 
Israel. When Zalman Sharaz was Presi- Dharrna, and all of you, into the work in the now-defunct House bank. They were 
dent of Israel he would frequently visit the will always flow the traitors. Please, chelas, both trained by the same teachers of the 
Rebbe, with whom he was on the friendliest do not think that I knew not how the one New World Order Zionist pushers. 
of terms, a Lubavich knows nothing of the "John Coleman" would turncoat. But this It is hard, today, readers and listeners, 
virulent anti-Zionism of the Satmar group. man is acommon thief and liar and has put because this one calling himself "John 
Nevertheless the Rebbe has never set foot many honest and hardworking patriots Coleman" has taken with him all the prop- 
in Israel and has been sharply critical-of into disadvantage for the past manyyears- erty belonging to THE LBERATOR which 
some aspects of life in the State. In his it was necessary to STOP him. It also was was in his possession and had refused 
approbation to the work of Simhat Olarn by opportunity to find how many "in my own under order to relinquish it. He took 
Rabbi M. Blumenfeld of New Jersey (New- house" would be latchers-on to that which furniture which Greens had purchased for 
ark, 1954), the Rebbe takes the author to APPEARED better. This is why your world his use and left utility bills and other 
task for daring to suaes t  that the emer- is in such straits, ones look for the "better expenses hanging for these ones to pay. 
gence of the State of Israel is athalta de- deal" wherein it seems they-can get what I suggest, E.J., ^hat since George still 
geulah, "the beginning of the (Messianic they want. This behavior is also that which has access to books and contract rights to 
redem~tion)'?: On the other- hand, mes- gets stereotype.-casting.. This mm's,nme. me,.*$ you submit me -, bi4inas.for the 
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equipment to America West. If George had not WAIT TILL HE HANGS HIMSELF. HIS OWN ACTUALLY END UP PROTECTING AND 
s q g p i d  same there would have been legal WAIT TILL HE HANGS HIMSELF. HIS OWN ASSISTING YOU FOR HIS RECOGNITION 
action already under way and the equipment DISCREDITING OF SELF CAN ONLY GIVE IS THAT THERE WILL NOT BE ENOUGH 
could have been I.lecavered by the sheriff. MORE CREDIT TO OUR OWN WORK. WILL AWAKEN TO DO HIM IN. 

Next, I suggest that thisinforrnation be sent ONES REGAINTHEIR LOSSES? PROBABLY Also, as the factions get more deadly, 
to the University of Science and Philosophy, NNOT BUT IT SURELY WILL BE MORE DIFFI- i.e., Congress vs. Administration, the hu- 
Arcturus press and eqe&d& to WOand Don CULT FOR HIM TO OPENLY PRESS HIS mans involved at top levels know about us  
Ecker. Geo~eorge may wish to do this Yking. I WARES ANYWHERE ELSE. and they know about what the Soviets are 
also ask that a copy be sent to Dean Stonier of I remind you that I told you from 'early doing and it behooves them to be nice to 
Global Sciences Congress. on" that these three were not what they our people. Our job is to bring information 

Then, pass this information to ALL of the appeared to be and that you must be wary. and offer it without force and to prepare 
ones named in the 'objection to actions" list of The one thing you must have noticed is how and preserve a remnant--of which they 
Coleman helpem HE is the one who named infrequently he would come into my presence already have no desire for participation, 
each as an inside contact and I mfuse to allow for any reason whatsoever. In the beginning therefore, it is better to leave God's true 
you ones to take anymore flack from those who his story and attitude were honest for he was workers alone, under the circumstances. 
now are in selfdenial wer the incidents in- to his wits end and d e s p e r a m d  we helped 
volved. My, what tangled webs are woven when him. He had opportunity for total change and 
deceit becomes the game and the "master acceptan-he only became greedy and evil 
crook" sucks you in. Ifn sorry about the hurt in intent and trapped again within his own 
that has fallen upon thoseoneswho participated spun web. 
and still cannot see what h a p p e n ~ u t  I d YOU w i ~  find that the young alias " J O ~ ~ P  To d ay ' s Wat c h receive mumblings and rumblings of, 'Well, I'll was the real thief, in actuality. He ran up 
just take mythisand that out and show them. ..." bills, stole the listsand spotted the resources- 
Show uswhat? That yourintentwasgreed b m  a master triad at work If you have learned 91 18/92 # 1 HATONN 
onset and not intent of senring God, nation or your lessons from this, then it is worthy in 
brother? NOTHING haschanged in my ground many ways for many had much to learn by ROCKET LAUNCH FROM KAUAI 
crew herein so if you hit then+YOU HII' ME focusing on this man's work when the truth 
AND THEREIN IS THE SrORYTOLD. I don't yet lay already in the printing. I suggest the No, I wouldn? kid you over something that 
know what will be done after the dust settles but following would be true: If you said these important. There was a major rocket/missile 
for now there will simply be no open meetings for magazines (JOURNALS) and papers were launch planned for KAUAI in November 
I shall not subject Dhanna to such insult. I written by Astrophysicist Dr. .George C. whereat the Island would need major evacu- 
npeat, each of you who were named were not Hatonn, PhD, M.D., and former agent with ation and there were all sorts of warnings 
only "named" by Coleman but most identities British Intelligence, CIA and Mossad Security back and forth regarding the launch. I 
were broadcast to the four winds on mdio by Senrice-the JOURNALSwould selllike cakes suggest you find out about it for selves and 
Coleman as his blackmail tactics Wed. You off the fire. We could even fudge a few lies then it wont be so upsetting to fmd I am 
have not been 'set aparf'jou set self apart within the pages and THEY WOULD STILL correct. 
and since we have no group as in 'churchn or SELL. Why is it that man turns from 
"dub branch" we hax  no way to undo that messengers of God and unto the Elite liars? FLOODS. ETC. 
which is already done. Can you see how far ye have yet to go? 

The kindest thing any of you can do, how- Dharma asks me, 'But how could you Without m m  discussion than obviousf.hct, 
ever, is towarn-immediately forthis tell u s  that the word in his work could be look at the devastation of your gmin belt and, 
man isout of fundsand will go where he knows trusted as being more valid than almost now,yourIowacornfieldswithoutabilitytohave 
he can get some. I will help you but I will NOT anyone writing newsletters, etc.?" Because another crop this year. Chelas, you have been 
retriwe it for you. I suggest you make a mahng he used other's work and was pretty set up like the 10-pins and the bow@ ball is 
with all this information included, to ones such good at choosing WHICH to u t b  miking all about you. You wem warned that 
as the friend inHawaii,etc., forthey have had the then he turned upon the original writer 1992 would be a year of massive changes and 
b1ackmai.Q up b n t  assault b m  the stolen and claimed their work to have been happeningsand, dearones, you have butweeks 
lists. This criminal did the Hawaii damage when thieved from his own. I t  is the adversarial left in this year you label 1992. The New World 
in Hawaii asguest formeetings set up by George approach in every instance. He did have Order is running nght on schedule. 
as a massive hvor. a presentation which elicited knowledge 

Again, does this mean the book on the and trust but, on a mundane level of POLITICS IN THE LOW IANES 
'Committeeof 300" isnot valid? No, it isagood everyday sense, he could not change a light 
compilation of valid information and if George globe for self as all ones in this area noted- How many of you were privy to the grand 
wishes to make it mom a w l &  suggest he he would call on Jack or someone to wait unpluggingdonebyLa~~yKmglastnight? Itwas 
run it in press,copy and drastically reduce the upon him like a servant-all the while mtherfun-the subjectwasPresidentialdebate 
price so that ALL can have it-perhaps even as pumping the worker for information in a between Bush and Clinton and how they axx 
a give-away of some sort. A lot of names are most appreciative and friendly manner. playing games and first one then the other 
missing h m  his hstings of members of this or We allowed THIS so that you ones can now refuses. You can see that the Congressis out to 
that, anyway, but it is an excellent volume for rest assured that we do NOTHING HIDDEN hang Bush because the desperate game is to get 
reference. OR DARK IN INTENT. WE EVEN HAVE Republicans into the Congress. The criminals 

Imusttellyouones,however,thatonlyvalid "WATCHERS" FROM THE HIGHEST rnaybeintheBushbasketbuttherealdeadly 
information utilized by this agent is valid in any PLACES IN THE GOVERNMENT AND THEY vipersarein the Congress and hence the need to 
of his newsletbm or refe~ences. He stood in the CAN FIND NOTHING OTHER THAN IN- get Clinton inside the -tion. The Elite 
room spouting off dates and names regarding TENT TO BUILD AND SERVE. DOING ALL 300 and Bilderbergers have it all worked out so 
Nicaraguawith aman present who HEADED WITHIN THE LAWS OF THE LAND AND all you have to do is stumble along on all-fours 
those operationsin Nicaraguaand KNEW the WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD WORKS VERY and heed your manners. In any case, after 
data to be false. TO CATCH A THIEF YOU WELL INDEED AND YOUR ENEMY WILL several calls regarding the debates and 

quibbling and blaming and speculating 
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someone d e d  in and rapidly asked 3f by your hand-holdingand singingAum-m-s? news and see WHERE they l e t  it slip" that a 
there was aXl this problem why didn't How much food do you have in stores for big happening, likeamissileormcket, launch 
they just debate Bo Grite? That was the attending needs from the ones who said we may be planned. If you are lucky" and 
fastest footwork and deight-of-hand I sirnply 'doom and gloom" too much and that capitulations occur as being demanded on 
have witnessed. That call was diu?on- you can change it around by simply Wshing this or that point of action--it will dissipate. 
n e e d  so fast and NO mention of it it to be different" and having afew 'love ins"? Ifnot-it will be brought ashore where appro- 
again in any conversation j u s t  a whim- Where are Y OU going to go to get your rice and priate and you will be able to plot it daily by 
per that it had made it through and then beans? The time of need is upon you, chelas, events as well as currents. 
total cover. Not even badvertisingwhm the a n  you ready? Are our ones ready? N-not 
audience could %hW about what they 'al- for long enough nor nearly enough for there ULTIMATE MEMORY RECALL 
most? h-ust hmedhte and de11Lbemt.e are only a small handful and they have given 
distraction. TheORDERSARE NOTEVENTHE ALL to see to it that YOU are warned. They The Russians despised and abhorred the 
PRONOUNCEMENT OF BO GRIIZ ON CNN- have, howeirer, done that which they can and Bolsheviks when in Russia and further de- 
AND THAT EQUATES, THEN, TO ALL NET- will do more as ability comes-if it comes. If spise them now that they are the big force in 
WORKS. it comes not then they have served well, and the United States of America These are 

placement is assured. WHAT HAVE YOU mainly comprised of Khazarian Zionists who 
NEW GOVERNMENT DONE? Have you listened to the preachers CALL THEMSELVES 'Jews" but are NCYI'. 

who tell you it is fine and you will be tended They are the Banksters of the world and have 
Yes indeed, that undoubtedly is what you by someone's blood spillage? Do you expect brought your entire planet to its knees. WHO 

will have to end up doing-mner or later. the soft clouds for rescue? Good, but I IS YOUR ENEMY? It depends on WHOSE 
Set up a new government under the Consti- promise you that unless you are blown apart side YOU are on! I would suggest you look 
tution. Of course that is what the 'South" into very fine particulate you will NOT stay on around you, get informed and f w r t  it out 
tried to do in the Civil War but ultimately that those clouds. It is true, however, that you After all, chelas, even now and then an 
is the only way you will clean out the rats' won't have to w o w  about food and drink. innocent man is sent tothe legislature. There 
nests. So many thing are unconstitutional The ONLY way that you are going to ascend fore, ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE. I simply 
about the Washington, D.C. government, on your own merit is to become a substance remind you good people: "Put not your trust 
anyway, that you already have the imposter lighter than air-that requires a full %lorn" in kings and princes. Three of a kind will take 
nailed to one location. Stop the 'blood flow" case of dispersion into molecular form which them both." Ponder it! 
and it will die on the vine. The problem is, of is highly incompatible with human physical I also suggest to you ones who are in 
course, that you would be against the full life-form. troubled families aswithin the larger troubled 
United Nations Soviet-run troops. This is, How many of you will FIND the sums to nation and planet-that you h t  do your 
however, why it is necessary for the Elite to WASTE at the Christmas season in shopping children the largest service of all for if you 
pull down the nation as a whole--economy for Santa Clause? Might the child you 'fool" really WANT to do something positive for your 
and all. They must make sure you are hooked rather EAT when he is hungry? How many of children, you should make every effort to 
on welfare, hungry and homeless. In ad- you say you "can?? and actually simply improve your marriage for upon your ex- 
dition, you will, in great masses, be sick and CHOOSE other things to spend your sums ample will rest the rest of their lives in human 
actually dying. The pharmaceutical houses upon? I can only rernind you that later, when form. Then, after improving the relationships 
will withdraw, on orders, medications from you "WISH I HAD", will not change a thing if according to the Laws of God instead of the 
the masses as is happening in foreign coun- you DIDNT. Next, ones will say, '...well, I rules of the destroyers, you can move on into 
tries in these wars and disaste-and you would rather be dead than live 'like that' restructuring the government of your own 
WILL die, you know. In fact, beloved and anyway!" No, for if you feel that way and do nation or building a new one. Then and only 
spoiled masses of luxury and high life-stan- nothing, you do not have your balance with then can you begin to restructure the direc- 
dardsyou will die more quickly for you have Gad and with that which comes in the here- tion of your world. You have to be alert, 
no notion how to survive. Look at those in after and, therefore, I can promise you that however, for the experts will usually come 
Florida, Los Angeles and now, KAUAI-they you will kill for food to stay longer in the with "an accent" to tell you what and how to 
sit and wait-sit and wait--sit and wait-for physical form for the terror of the passage change. I s  this accident? No, for everything 
what? Rebuilding? What about jobs? The without readiness is terrible indeed. Prepare sounds more romantic and more factual 
nation, even the borrowing nation of borrow- for that which comes with your hand in the expressed in a authoritarian 'accent" of a 
ing nations has a limit to borrowing capacity hand of God and whatever comes will be quite foreign language. 
if the Banksters want to shut it down--and acceptable and, in addition, you will have You ones struggle along as if the solution 
they do-so what do the 'sitting and waiting" listened, heeded and taken preparations to problems is simply to 'drop out", whether 
ones do? They have no means of survival against the day as advised by the messengers it be from a child who will not attend school 
without the generosity of helpers-they can't as we are sent unto you. to a marriage wherein the 'sex spark" is 
even get out of Florida geographically if it is dimmed-just get out of it, disclaim respon- 
deemed not to be by the Government. The 9/19/92#l HATONN sibility and 'let somebody else" do it for you 
Government has total incarceration of the and, if you fail again, so what. You ones have 
population in the tip of Floridaas ifthert were SMART HURRICANE been told to constantly depend on others to 
40 foot fencingwith razorwire. It iseven more make you happy, successful-whatever. No, 
isolated in KAUAI if the Government wishes 'Methinks" that 'they" stress much too you will become responsible and balanced 
to cut those flights and boat rides out of that strongly the Bonnie hurricane in the Atlantic within self, and only self, or you will be 
Island. not being a danger to shore. Chelas, THIS IS endlessly disappointed and that which you 

THE WAY THAT MANMADE HURFUCANES have brought forth as children are doomed to 
WHERE ARE THE TEACHERS NOW? ARE FORMEMut at sea with more and the same destiny. Your first lesson of life is 

more pulsing currents until you have a mass that if there were no problems, there would be 
Where are those speakers and groupies as big as you want to do the damage no opportunities. If you cannot rec* a 

who denounced us  for doom and gloom and aforeplanned. THAT hunicane is being built problem without 'dropping out", then I sug- 
fear mongering? Xow rnuc!: h? s c h a s e d  for to straggle around off-shore until appropriate gest you have not gotten out of kindergarten. 
your "just-being"? How much has changed to drive her inland. Where? Watch the noon- I t  is said that "If you give a pig and a boy .. - . . . . . - . - 
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everything THEY want-you end up with a the need. I don't wish to spend time on this chams and eunwmic brrunra. We n- 
good pig and a very bad boy!" I suggest you when there is ample information available ghnr &om d ghom fQCtS withxd o#~- 
ponder it, parents, and see wherein YOU FIT. but I do feel that it is timely and would bzg as to how you might do 
And ALWAYS, it will be the things of value appreciate Cort's response in the LIBERA- better d yau wish to uKnjrt m H  
that will require the most avid stand in their TOR. Thank you. GOD'S T u  then them will be other 
defen~spec ia l ly  when the popular "vote" If you are going to utilize incorporation in a2ternxtiues and pssibk secuttty 
has ruled otherwise. Nevada then PLEASE DO IT R I G H T 4 R  Wons thcrt you can't YtsP p do on yout. 

LEAVEUS OUTOFYOURARRANGEMENTS. own fwpu ham not W ~ M P  to estublish 
CORPORATION SENSE We NEVER suggest you do anything to either mstho&oZogy not hme coddts  fw man- 

EVADE taxes or create any breaking of the crgrmrent. This ?s abused hetatn, by ones 
Later in this LIBERATOR (See page 29 ) we laws of the land. NEVERl There are ample thinkbrg ~~ be3pnd the %Ad' 

will utilize Lewis'discussion on fund transfer. laws which allow for tax shelters through and thus demmcding than f& atnd 
I get m m d s  of questions such as this: 'I legal and expected means as set forth by j u s t s ~ e z t m b a d c ~ w ~  
know that a corporation protects me, espe- corporations as well as privacy and good we u h  hops win stay a r#ry long wqg 
cially a Nevada corporation, but, I need to get management for even 'smalln people, as you aur#yfiwn us. God answers the h c e m  
some money out of my corporation. How can like to call selves. If you act in greed in order pstittons of v j p t a w  
I do this to my very best advantage? I do not to serve selves-you are very apt to get into i s o n & f o t s e # f a r n d ~ ~ s h d  
want to hold sums of large amounts in bank ego problems and get that veil pierced the h i t  not &e w e b m e  in tfre sedce prPYided 
accounts because I know I will lose the asset time the government comes to *getcham. I Check j p r ~ .  intent asfm you c d  on 
one of these days. I want to cover in gold or cannot warn you often enough and I do ask oms fo+ aedce cmd p w .  
something similar to the Institute gold collat- that if you simply want to greedily hold am nat h tro y@qe"'gou w~ptrr 
eml plan but I just don't know how to get even everything in your own name, rank and tntrmt brct I U d  HERE to see to it thad 
small amounts properly arranged." statusgrabbinvtay along, 1ongwayAWAY homst pm#cipmrts am fiwn 

This question has a lot of answers, de- from me in d o i n g .  USE the laws existing the fenfrsfles: of the gma@. 80 be 
pending, of course, on how much income for benefit---don't abuse them or they will be watch pw y '  and ths 3pu 
yourcorporation'make~, shareholdersand brought down on you so hard and fast your %&e your W, fot t k d n  s h d  3 ~ e  
whether or not you have issued shares (not a head will swim until they let you out of jail- finrEtlrg pumev wdkhg d skphg. 
good idea), employees, what is the purpose of if they ever do. 
incorporation, i.e., family estate h business, We off- SOUND, ahma- man who is above his One * 
business, privacy and protection or whatever thas to heb get m h  thi. time of lFnd his business above him- -- Samuez Drew 

The Ultimate World Order 
Zionist Plan For Domination 

9 / 1 9 / 9 2 # 1  HATOM daring and worthy job of presenting infor- *nkw social order' which the Zionists 
mation which is efforted at burial in an hope to establish after they have used 

So much for the tinkering of the morn- ongoing and ever more drastic attempt at Communism, Democracy and a Third 
ing, Dharma. We are going to dive right off silencing. World War to gain their ends. The Uttimate 
into the information provided and follow- No, the ADL will NOT like this and the World Order is  an analysis of The Jewish 
ing onto the past two days' writings [on screams of *anti-Semiten will again flow Utopia, WITH EXCERPTS FROM THE 
Zionist World Domination; see page 151. loudly and abundantly. Note that THAT is ORIGINAL TEXT. 
We are going to take up what is now called: the aggressive offensive of the ADVER- [H: The information is far too impor- 

SARY IN ACTION. A little about this infor- tant and all we can do is FURTHER the 
THE LR;TQ16ATE WORLD ORDER mation: THERE IS A MASSIVE EFFORT information flow in order to serve the 

AFOOT TO STOP THIS PRESENTATION orighal compilers. Herein is otu par- 
This information is as pictured in Thh JUST AS IS THE CASE WITH THE ZIONIST pose in writing and publishing this ma- 

&wish Utopia I shall not change the PROTOCOLS AND O m  WORLD ORDER terial-that it might go -her and 
wording for that would only further protect INFORMATION-4-THERE MUST BE broader into the hands and eyes of your 
the 'gdtf.  I believe you who have TRUTH HIDDEN SOMEWHERE THAT IS globe. Phase note that Ufootnotes" (*) 
followed along with our messages will be DESIRED TO BE, ONCE MORE, KEPTFROM u nearly following subject in printing u 
able to begin to fit the final tapestry pieces YOU-THEPEOPLE and quite frankly, fi pouiblerrithin the text. I thank J.H. for 
together as you add these bits and pieces. PECIALLY THE SO-CALLED a*WSm. providing the first document for use. 

The work compiled here comes from a QUOTING: We now have several. People ARE a d -  
small book, The Ultimate World Order-- The &wish Utopia discovered by ening and begin* to foca. on urgent 
as pictured in The Jewish Utopia (with the author (Williams) in an unlisted Jew- truth and it brings joy for the voice in 
slight revisions) by Robert H. Williams. Mr. ish collection in the library of the Univer- the wilderness IS being heard.1 
Williams has compiled the information into sity of Texas, is the authentic and am- BO GRITZ, PRESZDENTL4L 
print and I shall do as usual-simply uti- plete plan of the Zionists for WORLD 
l iP  the material, g;lving great honor for a IXOWATION. -It pictures f h ~  ~lti-m-ate 

IS f H !  COrn f lTUf lON.  
C 8  2' 
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THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER "The Gods are veiling their fms in pity terrible &ad of truth on joar shoulder8 - - u Pictured in The &wish Utopia on the children of man, their long-time before you are enslaved forever. For you 
charges, and perhaps over their own fate. "tapersm, please do not rush to do this 

If the Communists think they are Thefidure smells of Russian leather, blood, FOR me, for I want to comment u I go 
going to conquer all the nations and set up godlessness and many whippings. Ishould along and we wil l  do this instead of 
a world government under a dictator of advise our gmndchildren to be born with regular Umeeting" tapes for I rnnt no 
their own choosing they may be in for a very thick skins on their backs." meetings until our current problems us 
surprise. For their parent, the sect which Why and in what way temporary? resolved.] 
originally launched the Communist move- What did this far-sighted master strategist 
ment as an offshoot to accomplish a spe- of revolution see as the successor to Com- ZIONISM FROM TALMUD 
cifrc and temporary purpose, has plans for munism? Is it not disturbing enough that AND lVRAH 
an ultimate world order of its own; and this a machine dedicated to liquidating all op- 
sect, commonly called Zionist, now vastly ponents, wiping out the nations as such [H: Be sure you read the writings 
overshadows the much cruder Communist and the best blood of the races and blend- starthq on page 15 of the past two days 
machine in skill, finance, organization and ing the remnants into a faceless brown regarding PUBLIC LAW 102-14 prior to 
influence. slob-is it not enough that this the Corn- diving off into thia for it h u  EVERY- 

The Communist plan for rubbing out munist machine already enslaves nearly THING to do d t h  YOUR HEW IOATIOKAL 
all national, religious, cultural and racial half the:people of the world and is armed RELIGIOIOI) 
lines and submerging the world in form- with hydrogen bombs? Yet, the book was not marked secret; 
less, characterless chaos for easy domina- If Communism is only temporary, it was in plain English and in the Library of 
tion is grandiose enough. To say that there what is to be the ultimate novus ordo the University of Texas. (And, a Mend 
is still another, more grandiose plan be- seelorum, the new order, of society if the found a copy in the Library of Congress, 
yond that for which the Communist ma- successors to the Jewish revolutionaries, Washington, D.C., supposedlyacopywhich 
chine was set up is indeed to challenge the Marx and Heine, accomplish their aim? was fded with application for copyright ix. 
credulity of most of us, especially of us Who are to be the masters of the new order 1932.) 
Anglo-Saxons who are too busy with our and what do they want to do with our It is a book of 118 pages, plus pref- 
humdrum routines to pull the propaganda children and grandchildren? ace, notes and bibliography, entitled The 
curtain aside and see the giant hiding It goes without saying that no man Jewish Utopia (not 'A" Jewish Utopia, but 
there. can escape concern about such a scheme 'The" J ' h  Utopia), by Michael Higger, a 

Not many years after I began study- if it has powerful backing. university professor, published by the Lord 
ing the Communist movement, trying to For years I have felt that somewhere Baltimore Press, Baltimore, Md., 1932, 
understand it, I noticed a hint that Corn- there must be a master plan showing what and copyrighted the same year by the 
munism was not to be the ultimate world Heine and his fellow planners had in mind author. 
order. Heinrich Heine, Germm-Jedsh for us, after the fires of Communism burn If the book is not marked secret, if it 
poet md Communimt youth leader of the away the heritages of the various races and is in plain English, it is nevertheless almost 
1830s and 1840. (mend and co-revolu- cultures, religions and nations; after Com- safe, for it is lugely couched in the 
tionary of Karl Marx) spoke of Comma- munist monsters have killed out several esoteric language which all Jewimh rove- 
nhm as temporary.* generations of what they rightfully call Iutionaries have used throughout known 

?he Heine prophecy of the destruction 'the leadership personneln, all who might history, language found wen in their 
of Russia nearly a hundred years before have the intelligence, skill and courage to To& (The Books of Moses), and which 
the event is so revealing and so amazing as resist. Jewish writers imparted to Communist 
to justify quoting at some length. Note the But I little expected ever to have this literature. Their use of words which you 
picture of a nationless, raceless world, ultimate master plan, this chapter beyond and I ta&e to mean one thing but which 
'one flock and one shepherd . . . with an the Communist Manifesto, in my hands. Of their followers understand as meanLnQ 
iron staff": the hundreds of documents I have col- romethhg elre, a system which our people 

'Communism, though little discussed lected on activities of the Marxist revolu- little suspect, almost guarantees the secu- 
now and loitering in hidden garrets on mis- tionaries--includingoriginalsorphotostats rity of the document. [H: To catch a thief 
emble stmw pallets, is the dark hem des- of official government reports, intelligence YOU MUST LEARN TO "THINK" LIKE 
tined for a great, if temporary, role in the releases, Communist papers, Zionist orga- THE THIEF.] 
modern tmgedy.. . . . nizational reports to their members, Jew- HERE AT LAST IS THE COMPLJ3TE 
1 would be war, the g h t l i e &  war of ish histories of revolutions, biographies of PLAN OF THE ZIONISTS, IN THEIR OWN 

destruction . . . The second act is the Eum- their revolutionary leaders, etc.-I have WORDS, FOR WORLD DOMINATION. 
pean and the World Reuolution, the p a t  never seen anything comparable; for this The author speaks of #the righteous" 
duel w e n  the destitute and the arts- small book sketches the general outlines of and 'the justn. He says they shall inherit 
toauq of wealth; and in that there wilI be the ultimate goal hundreds ofyears ahead, the earth. He quotes the Prophets, the 
no mention of either nutionaliLyor mli- toward which all the various activities of Books of Moses, etc. Who would suspect 
gfon; them will be only one fatherland, the Zionists and their "liberaln dupes that he had political revolution and total 
the gLobe, and only one faith, that in are, wittingly or unwittingly, contributing. conquest in mind? But read on and you 
happiness on earth. . . How could the [H: Yes, we HAVE given you this find that the "righteousn are to be the 
dmma end? information in several forms, readers Zionist Jews and such gentiles as they 

'Ido not know; butIthinkthateventually and limtenerr, but YOU DIDN'T DIGEST may accept. 
the great sea serpent (Britain) will have its IT AND ACTUALLY PUT IT DOWN as 
head crushed and the skin of the Northern some sort of radical, bigoted and "anti- ALL OTHERS SHALL PERISH. 
Bear (Russia) w i l l  be pulled over its ears. Semitic" ammault. YOU HAD BEST NOW 
?here may be only oneflock and one shep- PAY ATTENTION AND REALLY DIGEST That is what the author says repeat- 
herd--one free shepherd with an imn staff, this materid for you ARE OUT OF edly, on page after ;.qse. And note that this 
and a shorn-alike, bleating-alike human UTXMEu. I d l  put thir information to book is not the creation of the Jewish 
herd!. . . audio tape for I f d  it time to dump thh Professor, Michael Higger, he merely com- 
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piled it. It is the sum total of the prophe- might well join us in the fight to keep and complete the superstmcture of their 
cies, teachings, plans and interpretations Amdca free. Utop'a. In thatpart of the structure there are, 
of the foremost rabbis and Jewish tribal Mr. Higger says those Jews who do to be sure, a few common elements in the 
leaders of the past 2500 years-since the not knuckle under and who are not Utall mbbinic and other Utop'as as the ideals of 
time of the Oral Law and the beginning of and handsome" wi l l  be weeded out. common interest and mutual helpfulness; 
the Babylonian Talmud, with its double While oar first concern is for the coopemtion supplanting competition in the 
standard for Jews and non-Jews and its survival and continued freedom of our new social order; the toil of industry being 
nationalistic, militant interpretation of the children and grandchildren, we ought to reduced to a minimum, and thus permitting 
Tomh (the Books of Moses, the first five find helpful allies among the Jews. Sev- a higher cuhuml and intellectual life." 
books of the Old Testament). era1 million Russian children and many Obviously, some catastrophic change 

There is no mistaking who is meant millions of adults have been beaten to is in store for the world. Isms will destroy 
by 'the righteous". Mr. Higger says even death, shot or starved by the insane nations. An ism has destroyed Russia in 
those Jews who fail to enter into the Marxitrt machine called Bolshevirrm, or our life time-that is, a secret organization 
program of the Utopia (which he reveals Communism; and the Zionists, Commu- successfully promoted an ism as a device 
to be the same program of Socialism, nists and their foolish Uliberal" dupes for undermining and capturing, and then 
brotherhood and internationalism as are far advanced with the Marxist So- gradually destroying, the Russian people, 
that of the Zionircts and involving much cialist program in this threatened Re- their culture, economy, religion and al- 
also that is Communist) wi l l  be denied public. ready, to a great extent, their best racial 
the Utopia. Even the non-conforming So that the reader may not be asked stock. 
Jews shall perish, along with the rest of us. to take my word, I am showing several From beginning to end, The Jewish 

On page after page Mr. Higger's Jew- pages photographed from Mr. Higger's Utofia emphasizes that what the rabbis, 
ish Utopia unfolds the ultimate order. Some unique blueprint for conquest. the Talmud and the Old Testamenl were 
mighty force, with the ruler from the house talking about was an earthly regime, not a 
of David on the throne, is to take control of THE AIM spiritual one but an ideal political, racial, 
every life, every shekel's worth of property, economic and social era (from the Jewish 
every acre of land, every nugget and coin; Professor Higger states his aim in viewpoint) here on earth. And it is to be a 
no child may live, none may be born, if the the first paragraph of his Preface: one-world state, conforming to a single 
Power objects. "For my main problem is to rewn- ideology: 

And the regard in which The Jewish structanidealsocid life oneart haspictured ". . . Plato is chiefly concerned with 
Utopia is held by the rabbinate may be by the mbbis of old." what w i l l  hold the ideal city together. The 
surmised from the printed Texas Univer- He adds, later: mbbis, on the other hand, are mainly inter- 
sity Library seal inside the front cover, "An ideal smOCIety among the family of ested in thai ideology which would hold the 
which says the book was 'Presented by the nations, as visualized by the prophets, al- whole world, or the Universal State, to- 
Kallah of Texas Rabbis, 1939" to The though not realized as yet, will ultimately be gether. " 
Abraham I .  Schecter Collection of Hebraica achieved. Nations will come, d o n s  willgo. This concept of the Jewish religion 
and Judaica" of the University library. Dogmatic Chistiunity has come, dogmatic as a conquering ideology, preparing the 

I stated earlier that the book was in Chn'stz'anity will be gone. 'Isms' have cre- world for a Jewish-dominated military- 
plain English. The fact is, it is addressed ated nations, 'isms' will destroy nations. political state here on earth, is not held by 
throughout to students familiar with the Capitalism has brought happiness and woes all the rabbis but it is the Talmudic inter- 
Talmud, the teachings of the foremost rab- tomankind; Communismmay bringitspam- pretation, as the Utopia shows. 
bis of Jewish history; it was not in the dise and hells to mankind Dodrines have The author hints that his paradise 
Mbrary proper but in the Abraham I. shaped the destinies of peoples, doctrines will be a Socialist order for it is to begin 
Schechter collection, to which one may may bring destruction to peoples. But the 'where Wells leaves off" and H.G. Wells, a 
accessonly by special permission; and it millennium will come only when the nations Socialist, idealized Socialism. A Socialist 
was not, and is not, listed in the library of the earth direct their enorts toward the regirnentedworldorderwould killthe spirit, 
catalogue. visions of the prophets, and maice fundion dry up the ambitions, chain the imagina- 

We shall see presently the plan in the teachings of Amos, Isaiah and Micah" tion of the highly individualistic Anglo- 
detail. We would dismiss the entire book Do Professor Higger and Talmudic Saxon and his kinsmen of the Western 

- asadaydream by an unbalanced mind but rabbis interpret the Prophets as do the world, and likewise his friends in Asia, the 
for the facts of history, including current Christian? Or do they believe that the Japanese and Chinese. 
history, in which the Socialistic man-trap Jewish Prophetsof the OldTestament were STOP QUOTING, THIS SECTION 
has caught this and other countries and trying to keep their people dedicated to a t * t 
people, and is steadily sucking their blood. religion of conquest, trying to keep them Dharma, we will effort to keep the seg- 

The Jewish machine has men in united and moving toward political and ments to a length suitable for a sitting SO 

the most powerftll positions; protected economic domination? that ones can digest the information as 
by the cowardice of leaders who fear to Let us  keep the question in mind as they move forward. This is the most impor- 
be called Uanti-Semitic". We are para- we read; eventually we shall f i d  the an- tant information you will ever receive in 
lyzed by that atom-powered little scare swer. this manifested experience upon your place 
word; we are children afraid of the dark. Mr. Higger continues: in human format. You are in the time of 

Apparently a good many Jews "A Jewish Utopia begins where Wells great evolution of species and planet. You 
themselves are now fearfd of the im- leaves off. It starts with the world as the are in the 'Revelation" time of the prophe- 
pending bloodshed. I have known, and do basis of the new social life. From that cies. That which you WISH to believe has 
know, many Jews; while the Jewish tem- viewpoint, the mbbispictureflrst a scheme no bearing on that WHICH IS. My mission 
perament is incredibly true to pattern, of a transvaluation, of spiritual, intellectual, is to uncover the truth for your information 
there are many who realize that they and material values, and a complete spin- that you might know that which is upon 
have found the Promised Land, their tual tmnsfomtion. Having laid this foun- you-no more and no less. What you do 
Utopia here in tolerant, benevolent, rich dation of the new, ideal order, the Jewish with this information is that which deter- 

' - 'hddua;- l iad Mw&appaid g6 thaw, - * * i d *  ~&&hezwtdft&kp&uq - mines, your remain&ofeqerience: dWST 
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REMEMBER, CHELAS--GOD OF DMNE which is given for your learning and train- speak of wolution~ of chdkationr, and 
LIGHTED SOURCE/ CREATOR- ULTI- ing for discernment that you might recover incarnations for growth of souls in ever 
hMTELY WINS!(!!# Perhaps, after all is your balance and relationship with that changing experiences?] We should then 
said and done, THAT is the 'ULTIMATE" which you claimed to seek. And, if YOU be on the right road toward solvingthe major 
PART OF THE DMNE PLAN. have pushed another from his path and problems that burden so heavily the shoul- 

For Dharrna and my close crew mem- prattled and prodded and caused him to ders of suffering humanity. For mankind 
bers in service in the outlay ofinforrnation, respond in ill-conceived manners-I can should be divided into two, the only two, 
I must again state: This is not new to you or only pray that the brother 'had" be gentle distinct and unmistalcable groups, namely, 
to the JOURNALS-but most have not in understanding and assume own re- righteous and wicked. To the righteous 
come into the early JOURNALS and those sponsibility for having been the 'dupe" at would belong all that which God's wonder- 
wherein this information is laid b a r y a r e  YOUR ignorance. ful world is offering; to the wicked would 
BANNED for all practical purposes. They Let us leave this now. May the Light of belong nothing. In thefiture the words of 
are efforting now to be placed in compound TRUTH be abundant as you sort of these Isaiah, in the language of the rabbis, will be 
as 'hate" crime revisionist literature. Al- mighty things come upon you. fulfilled: Behold, My servants shall eat, but 
ready, the books with this information are Hatonn to clear, please. ye shall be hungry; behold, My servants 
banned from even crossing the Canadian shall drink, but ye shall be thirsty; behold, 
border inspection. ~hese-are NOT to be 9120192 #2 HATONN My servants shall rejoice, but ye shall be 
confused with the series, PLEIADES ashamed. This is the force of the prophecy 
CONNECTION, under assault by the Uni- CONTINUATION: THE JEWISH UTOPIA of Malachi, when he said: Then shall ye 
versity of Science and Philosophy, having (ULTIMATE PLAN 2000) again discern between the righteous and 
been stirred and boiled by one alias, "John the wicked, between him that serveth God 
Coleman". Oh indeed, the Piper shall be QUOTING CONTINUED: and him that serveth Him not." 
paid and dearly paid if reconsiderations But who is to direct the hand which 
are not immediately forthcoming. WHO IS TO JUDGE? marks on your forehead and mine, on thc 

This 'John Coleman" is now wanted by forehead of each of our children and our 
the Law Enforcement teams for all sorts of Higger says the term 'righteous- loved ones, 'righteous" or 'wicked"? Who 
crimes. He ran out on his rental agree- ness" has all but lost its meaning in the is to say who may own property and who 
ments, and all living expenses including modern world; that 'the Jewish Utopia is must die of thirst and starvation? Who is 
dentists, physicians, etc., in the cover of built upon this very term, or idea, of righ- to dictate such conformity? Who is to deny 
night for packing and under the 'interest- teousness . .' . the Kingdom of God in this us our own right to choose? 
ing" cause of'terror", 'having been beaten world will come only when suffering man- Notice that Professor Higger consid- 
up by two thugs hired by George Green." kind passes through the gate of righteous- ers that the Jewish Prophet Malachi used 
The Sheriffs in charge know what is really ness." the term righteous as referring to the same 
going on but were unable to trace his This sounds Not unlike a Christian, persons to whom he, Higger, and the na- 
actions on the spot but are in the tracking Anglo-Saxon or any other 'Utopia". Ideali- tionalistic rabbis would apply it today- 
process at the moment. The man in point zation of righteousness is more or less righteous according to the standards, aims 
is so irrational that the Sheriff in charge of universal. The Nordic, with his 'New En- and desires of the leaders who build toward 
the investigation WARNS GEORGE GREEN gland conscience", idealizes righteousness a Jewish paradise, a Jewish world order. 
THAT THE MAN PLANS DAMAGE TO HIS and sometimes practices it. But we must That is not the Christian interpretation of 
(GEORGE GREEN) PERSON. A BULLETIN ask by what standards righteousness is to Malachi and the other Prophets, Jews 
HAS BEEN SENT THROUGH THE WIRES be judged. The Christian expects God and though they were. The Talmudic interpre- 
LISTING THE MAN AS 'ARMED AND DAN- his own conscience to be the judge of tation inspires the Jewish flocks to believe 
GEROUS". righteousness; the Anglo-Saxon, the Ne- that the Prophets were addressing their 

To all who got sucked in by this triad of gro, the Japanese, surely would not want appeals to their own people, trying to whip 
thieves (agents for the above 'plan"), I can to be judged righteous or unrighteous ac- them into unity and consecrated devotion 
only give compassion for he was good at cording to the wishes, ambitions or whims to the building of a Jewish world order. 
what he did. It does not, however, change of aworldly Jewish authority. On the other The Talmud* tells the Jewish flocks 
the lack of loyalty and/or assault against hand, we could hardlyexpect ardently pro- that Moses was their militant, conquering 
my people and myself as messenger of Jewish. Jews, including Talmudic rabbis, hero, and that the Mosaic Law which says 
Truth. How all of this will resolve itself is in in their paradise, to cede power to ardent love thy neighbor is for the Jews only. It 
the waiting to unravel-but, I shall not Christians, individualistic Norsemen who shows the Jewish people are not bound by 
openly expose my speakerlscribe further cherish their personal freedom, or the art- any moral requirement in dealing with 
until security is achieved. We will go on loving Mediterraneans who likewise must gentiles. [H: You must alwaysbe keeping 
about our writing and our work-but we give vent to creative yearnings and who like in mind that me term "JEW" WAS CRE- 
shall not have further 'epee gatherings a leisurely, unregimented life. Hence, the ATED EXPRESSLY FOR THIS PURPOSE 
for I will not longer subject my people +to Jewish regimenters are sure to encounter OF IDENTIFICATION OF "ZIONIST" 
such hostility within their own place. You resistance. LEADERS.] 
took God's greatest gifts and scattered "To understand the mbbinic concep- *There are TWO Talmuds, the 
them as worthless pieces of garbage. You tion of an ideal world it will help us if we Babylonian and the Jerusalem or Palestin- 
accused and brought insult by your ac- imagine a hand passing from land to land, ian Talmud. Any reference to the Talmud 
complice to this traitor in our midst. This from country to country, from the Indian means the Babylonian Talmud unless oth- 
triad did sell your 'honor" on the auction Ocean to the North Pole, marking 'righteous' erwise stated, for the other is rarely used. 
and then accused you as individuals for or tui~Iceci' on the forehead of each one of The Talmud consists of many huge vol- 
having perpetrated the offenses. It is al- the sixteen hundred million inhabitants of umes. The English translation of it (from 
ways the way of the evildoers. This IS the our earthly dobe. w: D- thi. cott~tiag which I have many photostats, showing 
deceit of the adversary which is always date thh book origfn better than could how the Jews are free to deceive and outwit 
utilized on his Victims". I can only hope I by givhg YOU dates? (sixteen h-died the non-Jews, except where there is dan- 
.tW puwiHb7s30veint~ y w a  f a s s o n s - o f + h a L - , ~  W h k ? )  a t@bl~~h,drq d # x , & p & ! ~ ~ ~ ; i ! ~ ~ 1 e  
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for purchase by libraries and, possibly, by ' " ~ n d  we took all his'cities . . . And we them if we let a shall tribal group bring 
gentile individuals. There is also a single 'utterly destroyed them, as we did unto about our destruction. 
volume of considerable size, called the Sihon, king of Heshbon, utterly destroying While the Encyclopedia Britannica 
Shulkan Aruch, a compilation of excerpted the men, women and children of every city. " (p. 77 1, Vol. 2 1, 1949 edition) says The 
teachings from the Talmud, which volume (Deuteronomy 3:4-6) Talmud is still the authoritative and prac- 
is in common use among rabbis and seems Not only Zionism but Communism, tical guide to the great mass of the 'Jews', 
to be available in most big city libraries. too, acquired much of its hatred of Chris- still not all the rabbis accept the Talmud, 

"The Law Moses gave unto us as an tians from the spirit of hatred kept alive by with its glorification of secrecy and cun- 
heritage; it is an heritage for us, not for rabbis in the ghettos of Europe and Rus- ning and its incitation to blood-letting and 
them." (Sanhedrin 59 a.) sia-the constant repetition of "mine en- conquest. Rabbi Elmer Berger, for in- 

" Ye are *ailed men, but the goyim emies" from the Old Bible. stance, repudiates both the Talmud and 
(gentiles) are not men, but beasts." (Baba "And ye shall be saved from your the Torah. In his Partisan History of hda -  
Meziz fol. 114 b.) [H: Does that not put enemies. . ." "And let thine enemies be ism (Devin-Adair Co., New York, 1952) he 
most of you in your place in relationship scattered; and let them that hate thee flee attacks the Books of Moses as expressions 
to this New World Order?] before thee." of nationalistic fanaticism, only partially 

These quotations are translations The master-race concept, the zeal based on historical fact. He shows that 
from the 9-volume German-language edi- for conquest and self-adulation were kept modern Zionism springs from this ancient 
tion of the Babylonian Talmud in the Li- alive in the ghettos for their interpretation "Zionismw.* 
brary of Congress, Washington, D.C. [H: of the Torah: *Rabbi Berger accepts the Prophets, 
So it would seem pretty hard to deny "And it shall cpme topass.  . . that the and about 1947 he told a closed meeting of 
presentation as they have with the Zion- Lord thy God will set thee high above all the delegates to the convention of the Ameri- 
ist Protocols, etc.] nations of the earth" (Deut. 26: 19). "The can Council for Judaism (a small anti- 

Lord shall establish thee a holy people. . . " communist, anti-Zionist group) "God 
GLORIFIES STEALTH (Deut. 28:9). promised us  world priesthood." Thus he - 

AND DECEPl"1ON Read also in Exodus how Moses had and his group, too, have a program. But 
his fellow Jews borrow jewelry and other there is a vast difference: Their program, 

The Talmud is a many-volume com- valuables from the Egyptians the day be- apparently, is only a missionary ambi- 
pilation of Jewish history and traditions fore they slipped out of Egypt. They did not tion-to Judaize the world by open and 
and the teachings of the ancient rabbis. return the valuables. [H: Sound familiar, legitimate missionary methods. One does 
One of its most important elements con- anyone?] not have to accept their program. The 
sists in interpretations of the Law of Moses We may sympathize with the racial Christian and some other religions are not 
by rabbis over a period of centuries, in legal or tribal pride of the Jewish men in the bent on destroyingall who refuse to knuckle 
decision after legal decision. The quota- wilderness when they resented the pres- under. 
tions above are from different rulings in ence of a non-Jewish woman in the tent of 
different cases. Whereas the Christian one of their brothers; but the example of USES ESOTERIC TERMS 
who accepts the Old Testament as either bloody fanaticism shown when they stoned 
sacred or at least historical, thinks of Moses the couple to death because the woman Mr. Higger leaves no doubt of his 
as a great moral leader appealing to all the was not Jewish is a strange example in- meaning in using the word "righteous". 
world, the Talmudic rabbis consider Moses deed to come from those who cry loudest The word as here used is a cabalistic, 
a great military commander. By their for brotherhood (from us  to them) and who esoteric term. The whole substance of the 
interpretation, Moses kept the Children of are the first to condemn such race pride (in text shows that the "righteous" are those 
' srael in the Wilderness "forty years" so as non-Jews) . nations and individuals who work with 
:o discipline his flock, raise up an army Whatever the Christian may think of and for the Zionist world program. The 
~ n d  train it to goosestep. And, of course, the intent of Moses, the Talmud teaches the author even explains some of his key words, 
the Old Testament does say that Moses' Jews to believe that Moses was talking only by direct definition. For instance: 
soldiers fell on unsuspecting villagers and -to their ancestors, not to the goyim, when "At the outset it should bepointed out 
annihilated them, men, women and chil- he said Love thy neighbor; Thou shalt not that the t e r n  redemption and salvation 
dren. The Books of Moses plainly glorify steal, etc. The Tdrnud gives adequate have a radically dinerent connotation from 
this slaughter and the theft of the land cause for the belief among the Jews that that which they have in Chn'stian theol- 
from unsuspecting gentiles.*(H: This is no Moses was a military leader, keeping the ogy .... Jewish redemption stands for the 
way or by any means of Lighted Creator Children of Israel in the wilderness the physical liberation and freedom of Israel. 
God of Source. God of Divine Source of figurative forty-years so as to train them Forthe people of Israel will attain the heighl 
Light-nly creates, he does not de- under the brief, rigid Ten Commandments, of their ~~n'hcalfinctions andpotentialities 
stroy-he ONLY creates for there is no which thus would be his police code to only through their attainment of material 
need of other in the unlimited presence keep them in hand. By this interpretation, freedom and liberty." 
and ability of the ONE CREATIVE Moses was indeed building an army of Redemption then, for the Zionist, 
SOURCE!] conquest. has nothing to do with "redemption from 

*Historians now say that the Hittites The Talmud thus indicates that when sin", nothing to do with his persona rela- 
whose peacefulvillages were thus attacked, Moses said Love thy neighbor as thyself, he tionship with God and the hereafter. It 
were a fair, blond people speaking a lan- meant Love thy Hebrew neighbor; thou refers to apolitical, military and geographi- 
guage so much like early German that shalt not steal (from thy Hebrew neighbor), cal accomplishment, and setting up of the 
many words were identical. The Hittites, etc. state of Israel and the "liberation and 
like the Germans 1300 years or more B.C., If this is what many Jews believe and freedom" of the Jews. 
also knew the secret of working iron. if the Tomhis the core of their religion, very The terms liberation and freedom, as 

Read especially the fhoks of Num- well; it is their privilege to worship as they used by Zionists, likewise are consistently 
bers and Dartemnomy, for additional ex- please, even if they plan thereby to annihi- misinterpreted by gentiles, as is the Jewish 
amples of how theJewish adherents should hate as. .But kt us, spen our eyes and term persecution. A study of Jewish revo- 
takewhat-- . - -agm&vcs. We must not blame -1utisns in many eeuntx4ea shows k t  the 6 4  
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word persecution is almost universally used chded in the lift-off lists of the Zionists, t * *  

to mean prosecution. Even those Jewish J e w s  or  whatwen  they wish  to call them- I ask that we break this writing right here, 
writers who tell in detail about Jewish selves. You are among the ones in- Dharrna. I will next look at the 'plans for 
revolutionary and seditious activities tended to perish! By  the way-unless  Armageddon" and see if you can't have 
against the government of their host coun- you already HAVE YOUR TICKET TO even a bit MORE insight. I also ask that 
try, brand any punishment of the guilty THEUNDERGROUNDSURVIVALFACILI- this information be published in the least 
Jews by courts of the land, as persecution. TIES-YOU ARE GOING TO PERISH IF expensive format possible and offered at  as 
Notice that in the three-volume History Of THESEADVERSARIESHAVEANYTHING low a price to cover expenses and give 
The Jews In Russia And Poland by Simon TO DO WITH IT. YOU HAVE BOUGHT overage enough for follow-on printing, as 
Dubnow, one of the foremost Jewish histo- THEIR GARBAGE AND NOW YOU ARE IN possible. YOU ARE MEETING YOUR EN- 
rians, though Dubnow relates with pride THE UCOLLECTIONn PROCESS OF EMY AND HE IS CLEVER AND DECEIT- 
many of the subversive, violent movements THEIR FORECLOSURE ON A PHYSICAL FUL. HE USES EVERY TERM IN YOUR 
launched by Jews, he always brands their PLANET. YOU WILL NOTE THAT ALL LANGUAGE TO OPPOSITION OF MEAN- 
punishment as persecution. Similarly, the REFERENCES ARETOWARD MATERIAL ING AND THE TRUTH IS, YOU ARE 
Jewish press and planted articles in the "PHYSICALnACQUISITIONS, ETC. YOU DOOMED IF YOU SEE NOT THROUGH 
general press in America, during the trials HAVE MET THE ANTI-CHRIST ADVER- THIS VEIL OF LIES AND PHYSICAL CUN- 
of Jewish Communist officials in Russia, -AND HE STANDS BLOCKINGTHINE NING. YOU NEED NOT LOOK BEYOND 
Poland and Hungary during the past few PATH AS SURELY AS A WALL OF STONE. THAT WHICH IS OBVIOUS-HE WHO CALLS 
years, have treated the trials as perse- YOU WILL EITHER RISE ABOVE AND HIMSELF BY THE THIEF'S NAME IS THE 
cation rather than prosecution. And the BEYOND SUCH PERCEPTION OF REAL- ONE THAT IS GUILTY. IF "WE" CALLS 
courts and Stalin were anti-Semitic! (Stalin ITY OR YOU SHALL SURELY PERISH IN HIMSELF WEW" AND/OR ZIOMST- 
lived with Rosa Kaganovich, sister to his IT.] THEN HE IS YOUR ENEMY-IF YOU DO 
close friend, Jewish Deputy Premier "In genemZ, the peoples of the NOTINFULL INTENTAND PURPOSES OF 
Lazar Kaganovich, though there cannot world will be divided into two main aHISn GAIN, CALL YOURSELF ONEOF 
be found a record of any marriage.) groups, the Israelitic and the non- "HIM". Time has run out for the choices. 

"All the treasures and natural re- Ismelitic. Theformerwillbe righteous; You are either "of God" or you are His 
sources of the world wil l  eventually come in and they will live in accordance with enemy! 
possession of the righteous. This would be the wishes of one, universal God; they May insight into the truth of your cir- 
in keeping with the prophecy of Isiak 'And will be thirsty for knowledge, and will- cumstances be given into your blinded 
hergain and her hire shall be holiness to the ing, even to Ule point of martyniom, to eyes. 
Lord; it shall not be treasured nor laid up; for spread ethical buths b the world. All Salu, may the blessings of LIGHT be 
her gain shall be for them that dwell before the other peoples, on the other hand, shown unto you. 
the Lord, to eat their fill and for stately will be knownfortheir detesbrblepnc- Hatonn to stand aside. , 
clothing.' Similarly, the treasures of gold, ti ces, idolatry and similar acts of wick- 
silver, precious stones, pearls, and valuable edness. They will be destrroyed and wi 11 
vessels that have been lost in the seas and disqppear from earth befora the usher- Cof poraf e Se rise 
oceans in the course of centuries will be ing in of the ideal em. All these 
raised and turned over& the righteous. . . In u&ighte& nutbns will be called to 
the present era, the wicked art  ordinannanly judgment, beforre they am punished and 9/21/92#1 HATONN 
rich, having many comforts of life, while the doomed. The sewm sentence of their 
righteous are poor, missing the joys of life. doom will be pronounced upon them Hatonn to comment on aquestion which 
&ct in the ideal era, the Lord will openall the only after theg have been given a fair comes up over and over again--even after 
treasures fortheupright, andtheunrighteous trial, when it will have become evident full explanation, for it is hard to treat a 
willsuffer. God, theCreatoroftheworZd..will that their existence would hinder the corporation as its rightful individual self 
be happy, so to speak, only in the e m  to advent of the ideal em. Thus, at the and also have "control" of it. Then comes 
come, when the world will be governed by coming of the Messicrh, when all righ- the problem of how to individually get 
the doings and actions of the uprig ht..." teous nations will pay homage to the assets out. I thank Lewis Laughlin who, 

Now we are beginning to catch broad ideal righteous Leader, and offer gifts among other jobs, writes for The Incorpo- 
panoramas of the Zionist Utopia, the ulti- to him, the wicked and corrupt nations, rated News. 
mate world order, as longed for by Profes- byrealizingtheappmchof theirdoom, QUESTION: I am aware that a corpora- 
sor Higger and the principal rabbinical will bring similar prresents to the Mes- tion protects me and my assets in case I get 
teachers of 2500 years: "Ye shall be hun- siah. Their gifts and pretended sued. But I need to get some money out of 
gqJ" unless you are among the "righ- aclcnowZedgement of the new em, will my corporation. How can I do this to my 
teous". "All the treasures and natural be bluntlyrejected. Forthe treally &ked best advantage? 
resources of the world will eventually come nations, like the wicked individuals, ANSWER: This question has a multi- 
in possession of the righteous." must disappear fmm earth before an tude of answers, depending on how much 

Since only the righteous shall own ideal human society of righteous na- income yourcorporation makes, how many 
property and all the rest of us shall, in fact, tions can be establfshed." (p. 37) shareholders there are, how many employ- 
perish, it is important to know who are to That makes it clear. Now we eesyou have, and many other factors. For 
be judged righteous and who unrighteous. know that unless the United States as the purposes of this response, 111 assume 
Which of us  are to be among the chosen, a nation .loins wholla, in .fact and in you're employed by your corporation. 
enjoying the Kingdom of God here on earth; spirit, in the Israel-Zionist movement to Obviously, one of the quickest and easi- 
and which of us  are to be among the promote the new social order, our nu- est ways to get cash out of your corporation 
hundreds of millions of human beings de- tion is doomed (if the Zionists win). The is to pay yourself a salary. The payment to 
nied even food and water? Zionists call the pmcess of lbuidatinq you by the corporation is deductible to the 

[H: Pay close attention here  because o~posiffon, asocial s u m @ .  corporation. In setting your salary you 
if you are of Lighted Creator God--you END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- want to be certain that it is reasonable in 
are going to.fipd.tlpat YOU we m o t  tr- ME;NT, , , , , ,  t a r  . I t relation to the job you, peflom. , I f ,  yogr , . . - *  . * . . t r . .  
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salary is  questioned by the IRS, and found You can go right back to those instructions Weaver Children's Trust Fund 
to be too m-uch for the tasks you perform in aprior JOURNALwhere it explainsURed 
and for the overall income of the corpora- Ink-Black Ink" possibilities. There are a C/O: Deep Creek Resort 
tion, deductibility of the salary will be myriad of approaches in between. The Route 4 BOX 628 
denied. You will still get the same amount most important thing is to legally and 
of income, but the corporation will not be emotionally treat the corporation EXACTLY 

Bonners Ferry, ID 83085 
able to deduct the payment. So f a r  as the LIKE WHAT IT 16 separate entiw Would you like to what really on 
corporation is concerned, it will be consid- over which you have control, but very 
ered a dividend payment, not a salary, and definitely a separate entity. that mountain in Idaho? The Bo Gritz affiliated 

therefore not an  expense. [Please see the Corpomte Advisors ad- " We The People Committee".now has available 
One way to get around the unreason- vertisement onpage 3 for more info-tion.] the lo minutevideo Fire On 7hrMounain? 

ableness issue is  to have a smaller salarv. for $25 (money orders, preferably postal, or cash 
and provide for bonuses, both short and only please). $5 of this fee will go directly to the 
long term, based on company profitability. ' Ra n dv W e  ave r Up d ate Weaver Children's Trust Fund. TO order: 

w A 

Your employment contract with the com- 
pany (You have One, don't you?) FOR THOSE WISHING TO HELP RANDY 

Fire On me Mountain 
set out your terms WEAVER'S FAMILY, YOU MAY SEND YOUR c/o: We The People Committee 
efits, vacation, salary, bonuses, etc., par- DONATIONS DIRECTLY TO. 11910-C ~ e r i d i b  E #I42 
ticularly if you are a shareholder. hyallup, WA 98373 

A corporation can pay some of your 
personal expenses in a fashion that makes 
them tax free to you and deductible to the 
corporation. For example, the corporation 
can set up  a health plan for all employees, 
you included. Instead of getting a pay- 
check and buyingyour own insurance with 
after-tax dollars, you're getting your insur- 
ance paid for with before-tax dollars. The 
payments are deductible by the corpora- 
tion and are not included in your income. 

Another method is to have your spouse 
a ~ d  children on the payroll. Their pay 
must be reasonable for the work performed, 
but this can be easily accomplished. 
Oftentimes even young children can do 
office cleaning and janitorial duties, run 
errands, answer telephones and the like. 
Almost certainly their tax rates are going to 
be less than yours, and you won't have to 
give the kids an allowance-they can get 
their money the old fashioned way-"they 
$:an earn itn. 

Still another method is for you to actu- 
ally own the equipment that the corpora- 
tion uses, and to rent or lease the items to 
the corporation. The corporation deducts 
these payments as ordinary business ex- 
penses. You include the payments in your 
income, less any depreciation or other ex- 
penses you may have regarding the equip- 
ment. It is important that you DO have 
agreements on paper if the IRS comes to 
call. 

These are just a few ways that you, as a 
shareholder of a closely-held corporation, 
can get some of the cash from your busi- 
ness. There are a multitude of ways you 
can go if you just put your mind to it. Get 
those creative juices flowing. One is to 
simply "borrow" money and have agree- 
ments as any other contractual arrange- 
ment with any other corporation. What- 
ever can be done with any other corpora- 
tion can be easily and legally done with the 
one in point. Notes and agreements accu- 
rately documented are usually the very 
best approach but it does require constant 
tending and updating as changes happen. 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcrip- 

tions of some taped topics, mE WORD is now also offering other audio and video tapes 
on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs oftapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcrip- 
tion.) Postage is included in tape and transcription prices. 

Since we are not set up to take credit card orders, please send check or money order to: 
mE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805-822-4176 if you 
have questions. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a 
$50 donation fiom which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to noti@ you as your 
balance reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since thismaterial 
is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in 
parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
2/22192(4); 3/ 14192(4); 6130192(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In Be- 
312 1192(2); 3/28/92(1); 414/92(3); tween" tapes 4-6; 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
4/13/92(1) # "What is a Semite?"; Salt Lake City, UT; 
4117192(1) # "Who Were the First Christians?" 7/12/92(3); 
4/25/92(2) * # "The Photon Belt"; 711 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City, 
4/26192(3); UT; 
5/1192(1) "L.A. Riots and The Bigger Plan"; 7/26/92(3); 
512/92(3); 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 
5/8192(2) radio talk show; City, UT; ' 5/9/92(4); 818/92(2); 

' 5/11192(3) * "Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars"; SPECIAL AUDIO 811 6192(3)* , Bo Gri t .  speech 
511 3192(3) meeting with Europeanvisitors over in Tehachapi; 
lunch; SPECIAL VIDEO Tehachapi Citizens' Rally 
511 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); featuring Col. James "Bow Gritz available for $12; 
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In 915/92(2); 
Between" tapes 1-3; 9/9/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
6/ 1 /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); SPECIAL AUDIO Steven Vaus-"WE MUST 
611 3/92(3); 612 1192(3); 6/27/92(2); TAKE AMERICA BACK" available for $5. 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 
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WHAT 1s BO GRITZ9S 
BALLOT STATUS 
THROUGHOUT THE 
UNITED STATES? 

When arefully reviewing Bops status 
within each stah, it becomes difficult to 
projeft with any degree of certainty the 
prefise status. Many of the states are in 
question or in a S b k  of flux. To further 
confuse mattem, the guidelines for 
pendent write-in candidates vary from Alternetive Energy * Homeopathic Remedies 
state to st*, 

Self-sufiitient Living Esviranmentai Products 
Please do not hold US to the following as 
being Carved in stone. Realize there is 

Wilderfiess & Outdoor Preparedness lnves tmea t Strategies & More! 

for acliustment and change in this 
~wieaion,  but, as far as we am able to 
determine at this time, the following ap. 
plies with regard to Bo Gritz. 

In wha  stales is Bo ballot qudgped? 

Hawaii, Arizona, Washington, Idahq 
Montana, Utah, Minnesota, Iowa, ~ 1 s -  
consin, Illinois, Arkansas, Louisiana, hulho,ulhor ollovmrd 

a I (~W wo& Order- I'he countdown ilrmageddon 

and of 
Mdv.ny htd,jgence Adyis" 0 

'n'hii ~eopo'i'ica'/linannua' 
Mississippi, Tennessee, Alaska, and N~~ 

iRle\,igMe nar*Mf 
anownI g\ob\ nonetM etonomicc 

pOlilica' derelOpmer. and 

Jersey. 

In wha stares is  qualified^ a write-in? 

Colorado, Kansas, Terns, Missouri, Indig 
aria, Terns, West Virginia, and 
Maine. 

m s l + @ e ~ a r e  currently unknown o r ~ m e g  
what in the air? the ronlrover6al hest sellers Tbe bergY N ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

leduce A 'ation' 

IFhnu codm,, and 
Whereas rhe had? Lindsey exPlds the 

the 

Oregon, California, Wyoming, ~ o r t h  Da- 
,nterno,iono, iderr ,heir 

for \he s ~ ~ b o l  control 0' food' energy & m'ura' resources. 

ko@ Alabama, North Carolina, Kentucky, 
RnnsyIvania, Maryland, Delaware, New 
York, New Hampshire, Connecticut, or, sneod has ovef 

hlensed ihlsi""~etidiling in 
nutri'ion hoimic 

Rhotie Island, Massachusetts, and Ver- and chelalion lheropy she is h e  
0 ~ l h 0 i  of some ("I If NAfDS'fl It MurdH! 

mont. 
mk that some of the most critical states 
are in this category.] 

audio 8 video tape order form, please write to: Are there in confmversy or some 
~ d i a g  litigation ? PREP*RfD*ESS SHOWS P-0. BOX 25454, Salt Lake Gty, Utah 841 25 

or tall: 1801) 561-8242 

Nevada, Florida, and New Mexico 

states where write-insare~dib- America as established under the Constitution -- a nation under ~ ~ d . ,  . . ited? " I  am certain a parallel government has existed for decades which led us into wars 
that have us far more than money and manpower. This shadow government has SOuth Dakota' Nebraska, Wrginia, Okla- maintained a stand alone, off the shelf, self financing covert force for decades, T~ 

and South Carolina. pay operational costs, it has infused our nation with &ups. and will continue to 

-- THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR lead us into areas of conflict as a means of further reducing national resolve,M 
-- from the lntroductiofl of Called To Serve by byolone/ James " ~ 0 "  Gdtz 

r . .  * 1 ,  * * * I *  
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Please Help CLC! PHOENm JOURNALS LIST THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Subscription Rates 
Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES PLANET ZIONISM IS RACISM 
The Law Center CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
'ishe' to thank 

Of you for your NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRI?TEN 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
'upport and prayers. It is because TOASSIST MAN TO BECOME 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 11 
)f your dedication toward preserv- 

ing the Constitutional rights of 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 

everyone that we continue to be- CEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

come increasingly effective. MA?TERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 

Currently, we are  seeking ex- SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10 VOL. I 

perts in Constitutional Law, as EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

well as other areas  of law, to assist  49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
u s  with the tremendous research 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I 
that  we mus t  develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1 
search can be done in your area  NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
and  forwarded to  us via fax o r  SANANDA 
mail. 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

We are especially in need of the REMOVED PRESS VOLUMES I 86 I1 (BOOK) 
legal knowledge o f su s~ended ,  dis- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC $15.00 
bamed or  retired attorneys and are  DISASTER EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

'Ontact 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 
with those  who  a r e  natura l ly  DON (BOOK) $15.00 
"drawn" to  the s tudy and practice 6. IS ONLY TEN 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. FEET FROM HELL 

EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

We urge you t o  contact us if you, PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 

or someone you know, are a v d -  7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS (BOOK) $15.00 

able to  perform such  research for 9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

the Constitutional Law Center. 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 

And again, we thank you for your CRY OF THE (BOOK) $20.00 
tremendous support. 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 

Sincerely, PHOENIX PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
Gene Dixon, Director 13. SKELETONS IN THE (BOOK1 $25.00 
Constitutional Law Center CLOSET 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 
is published by 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR,Inc. 
2810 W Charleston Blvd. Ste. 436723 

Las Vegas, NV 89102 
Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 
to 1-800-800-5565 . Subscription rates 
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada1 
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$1 10 (Foreign). 
Ouantity Subscriptions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 

. 

9 16-485-790 1 
r - 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

I a Y ' S  WATCH 
I PHONE LINE 

14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, FOR INFORMATIOH ABOUT 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF ANY JOURNALS OR BOOKS 
THE PHOENIX MENTIONED IN THIS HEWS 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- PAPER, PLEASE COITACT: 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE America West Publishers, 
DRAGON a Nevada corporation 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX P.O. Box 2208 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES Carson City, Nevada, 89702 

19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 1-800-729-4 13 1 

20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION or 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2810 W. Charleston Bhrd. Suite G67U 

24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- Las Vegas, NV 89102 
l3NI-l SEAL 1-800-800-5565 
25. THE BIlTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE ' 
PHOENM LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: 1 - 10 copies 
$1 .SO each; 1 1-50 copies $15.00; 5 1 - 
100 copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 

1 

/ 
j 

1 THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 
ANY NAME: W A R S  

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30, m E R  A N T I - m E R  
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THEHOLOCAUST VOL.1 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 805-822-0202 

a new ser- 
vice for Our dedicated 
readers. Today's Watch 
phone line will carry 
news and comments 

, f r o m C o m m a n d e r  
HatonnWs writings. This 
is our way of keeping 

I you informed about 
breaking world events. 

The announcement ma- 
chine will answer after 2 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 
USA (uxcept Alaska & Bwmw 
UP- 75 1st title, $. 75 ea add'l 
B00kmto$2 50 1st tit&, $1.00 a d d ' l  
lWo&y-$3.40 lst title, $1.00 a a d d ~  

USKA B HAWM 
Bookrate$2.50 1 st title $1 00 ea add'l 

mtaL+ j l .&eaadl  
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 00 a addl 

CANADA B NZXICO 
surf~0~-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add'l 
A,,, , , , , ,  ,,,add, 

?OREION 
surfi-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add7 
Airbook* 00 per title estimate 

Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 

COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENLX 
LJBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity is not altered. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden until permission is granted in 
writing from THE PHOENLY LJBERA- 

rings if there are any new 

I 
f 

messages for that day, 
and after 4 rings if not. 
In that way daily callers 
can hang UP after 2 rings 
and charges if 

new message has 
been recorded. The mes- 
sage update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM Pacific Tim& 

- 
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